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Part Four presents the techniques used to cook meats, poultry, fish, and shellfish. "The bible for all chefs." — Paul Bocuse "Well-researched and documented, The cookery Institute of America's latest providing includes the essential tools to become a palmy trendy cook. Two types of radiation are important in the kitchen: infrared and microwave. Any
other acid, such as lemon juice, would work equally well, but white vinegar is typically the most economical choice. This ensures that the edge remains even and in proper alignment. The types of hazards of concern are biological, chemical, and physical. Whether benign or aggressive, a system of culinary exchange is part of any cuisine’s story. When
properly prepared, this soft-structured gland can be eaten with a fork. They are also the ones responsible for developing a system to allow that plan to come to fruition. » Offer a variety of beverages, both alcoholic and nonalcoholic, that complement the food menu. There are 16 ounces in 1 pound; 1 portion is equal to 1⁄4 (or 0.25) pound.
MICROWAVE OVEN This oven uses electricity to generate microwave radiation, which cooks or reheats foods very quickly. The next step is to cut the animal into what are referred to as primal cuts. Cooking is a dynamic profession—one that provides some of the greatest challenges as well as some of the greatest rewards. planning your career path
Whether you are seeking an extern position or planning your career upon graduation, understanding the various areas within the hospitality industry is important when laying the foundation for your career path. INDUCTION COOKTOP This relies on the magnetic attraction between the cooktop and steel or cast iron in the pan to generate heat. In
cooking, fat transfers heat to foods and prevents them from sticking. When using a steel, hold the knife almost vertically, with the blade at a 20-degree angle, resting on the inner side of the steel. Meats, poultry, seafood, tofu, and dairy products (with the exception of some hard cheeses) are all categorized as potentially hazardous foods. Any cuisine is
a reflection of more than just a collection of ingredients, cooking utensils, and dishes from a geographic location. You may also choose to offer additional forms of assistance as part of an employee benefits package. EXAMPLE: 240 ﬂ oz = 7.5 (Recipe Conversion Factor) 32 ﬂ oz Confusion often arises between weight and volume measures when ounces
are the unit of measure. The ROAST CHEF (rôtisseur) is responsible for all roasted foods and related jus or other sauces. As long as all proper cooling and reheating procedures are followed each time, foods may be cooled and reheated more than once. Test kitchens are also run by a variety of both trade and consumer publications. They may also be
used as a binder in some forcemeats, especially mousselines made from fish, poultry, or vegetables. This is why roasted foods should be allowed to rest before carving; as the temperature falls, some of the water (“juice”) that was forced into spaces between the proteins is reabsorbed and the food becomes moister. These yields may not always suit the
student who is using the book outside of a professional kitchen. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) will provide the necessary information. Challenges aside, the foodservice industry is rewarding and spontaneous. The basic lessons of cooking are the same whether one prepares food for paying guests or for one’s family and friends.
Sometimes a recipe must be increased or decreased. the butcher’s yield test The purpose of a butcher’s yield test is to find the accurate costs of fabricated meats, fish, and poultry. FOOD STYLISTS and PHOTOGRAPHERS work with a variety of publications, including magazines, books, catalogs, and promotional and advertising pieces. GENERAL
PROCEDURES Select the item to be tested and record the as-purchased weight. Water or mineral oil helps reduce friction as you sharpen your knife. Using the information from your yield test, you can calculate the value of the trim. Sides have spring to release for easy removal Baking cakes loose-bottomed tart pan Shallow pan with removable
bottom. Resorts, hotels, and spas often have a number of different dining facilities, including fine-dining restaurants, room service, coffee shops, and banquet rooms. One important aspect of fat is its ability to be heated to relatively high temperatures without boiling or otherwise breaking down. The chef should consider several factors when deciding
what type of meat to buy. The amount of moisture available in a food is measured on the water activity (Aw) scale. Biological hazards are typically microbiological, which include bacteria, viruses, and parasites. The latter are known as deck ovens, and the food is placed directly on the deck instead of on a wire rack. HACCP takes a systematic approach
to the conditions that are responsible for most food-borne illnesses. Kosher meats are butchered from animals slaughtered by a shohet, or by a specially trained rabbi. If you are missing something as basic as a sieve, your cream soups won’t have the right consistency. Side towels used to lift hot items must be dry in order to provide protection.
Generally, vegetable oils begin to smoke around 450°F/232°C, while animal fats begin to smoke around 375°F/191°C. It can be an eye-opening experience to take a hard look at where the workday goes. These may be run by food manufacturers who are developing new products or food lines, or by advisory boards hoping to promote their products.
Shared traditions and beliefs also give a cuisine a particular identity. A comfortable fit will reduce fatigue. Most pathogens are either destroyed or will not reproduce at temperatures above 135°F/57°C. Ideally, separate work areas and cutting boards should be used for raw and cooked foods. The grade placed on a particular carcass is then applied to
all the cuts from that animal. Guard provides safety Slicing, julienning, cutting gaufrettes and batonnets stand mixer Electric machine has large detachable bowl of varying capacities (5-quart, 10-quart, 20-quart, 40-quart, etc.). The exits from all areas of the building should be easy to find, clear of any obstructions, and fully operational. Jackets, pants,
aprons, side towels, and shoes can harbor bacteria, molds, and parasites. The ricer is a device with a pierced hopper in which cooked food, often potatoes, is placed. Many thanks to photographer Ben Fink whose expertise and artistry is the perfect complement to the text, techniques, and recipes. Many corporations operate executive dining rooms.
The tables accompanying the following sections contain key pieces of information about beef, veal, pork, and lamb, adapted from The Meat Buyer’s Guide by the North American Meat Processors Association (NAMP), including item numbers as assigned by the NAMP and an average range in size for a cut. Attachments: whip, paddle, dough hook. Use
proper handling, cleaning, and storing techniques. In sales, company size ranges from larger, broadspectrum distributors to smaller, specialized boutiques. Each side is cut into two pieces to make quarters, dividing the sides between specific vertebrae. Transparent glass permits the transfer of radiant energy, so conventional oven temperatures
should be lowered by approximately 25°F/14°C from convection oven settings to offset the additional energy transfer that occurs when using glass baking dishes. There are nine essential amino acids that must be supplied through the diet because the body does not produce them. Levers adjust blades to achieve cut and thickness desired. An
instructor may choose to use all or part of its contents; the student may use it to advance his or her learning by employing it as a broad, basic text or as a reference tool to answer specific questions about a particular technique. Nonstick coatings on pans have some use in professional kitchens, especially for restaurants that offer foods cooked with
less fat and oil. Use a stone periodically, a sharpening machine, or send them to a professional cutlery sharpener. Aerobic bacteria require the presence of oxygen to grow. If you don’t invest this time up front, you may find yourself squandering precious time following your workers around, picking up the slack and handling work that shouldn’t be
taking up your day. Remove the pan from the oven and let it cool. It should be noted that these recipes have both American and metric measurements. thaw frozen foods safely Frozen foods may be thawed safely in several ways. Menus give the kitchen staff vital information such as whose responsibility it is to prepare the dish’s components or to plate
and garnish it. He or she also may be known as the chef de cuisine or executive chef. A sharp knife not only performs better, but is safer to use because less effort is required to cut through the food. Poor placement of large and small tools is a great time waster. » SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY—The responsibility of a culinary professional includes
respecting not just the customer and his or her needs but also the staff, food, equipment, and facility. Do not handle ready-to-eat foods with bare hands. If you have to dig through five shelves to find the lid to the storage container you just put the stock in, you haven’t been using your time wisely. This list is intended as a guide to the knives that may
be found in nearly any welloutﬁtted knife kit. Chapter One covers the history of cooking as a profession and examines the skills and attributes of a professional chef and other members of the foodservice profession. As you prepare a standardized recipe, be as precise and consistent as you can. It is best suited to cooking small batches of foods. APC =
APC per unit Number of units If you know the unit price of an item, you can determine the total cost by multiplying the as-purchased cost (APC) per unit by the number of units. The terms each, bunch, and dozen all indicate units of count measure. When a metal spoon or whip is used to stir a white or light-colored sauce, soup, or stock in an aluminum
pot, the food may take on a gray color. Use hot-holding equipment (steam tables, double boilers, bain-maries, heated cabinets or drawers, chafing dishes, etc.) to keep foods at or above 135°F/57°C. HEALTH AND HYGIENE Maintain good general health with regular checkups. Beyond this bare minimum, you may offer a locker room, a laundry facility
that provides clean uniforms and aprons, or other such amenities. If a potato is added to the water, the convection currents transfer heat to the surface of the potato, at which point conduction takes over to transfer heat to the interior of the potato. Heavy-gauge pans are usually preferred because they transfer heat more evenly. Some chefs increase
the figure by an additional 10 percent to account for human error as well. chapter 1 part title PART 1 becoming a culinary professional A sound and thorough education emphasizing the culinary fundamentals is the first step to becoming fluent in the trade. The food is cooked directly on the griddle surface. You will also need to be able to translate
between purchase units and recipe measurements. 18 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL CALCULATING THE AS-PURCHASED QUANTITY (APQ) Using Yield Percent Because many recipes assume the ingredients listed are ready to cook, it is necessary to consider the trim loss when purchasing items. Damage to the surface of the pin will relay
imperfections to the dough being rolled. The BUTCHER (boucher) is responsible for butchering meats, poultry, and occasionally ﬁsh. For general information on our other products and services or for technical support, please contact our Customer Care Department within the United States at (800) 762-2974, outside the United States at (317) 5723993 or fax (317) 572-4002. Pots made of copper transfer heat rapidly and evenly but because direct contact with copper will affect the color and consistency of many foods, copper pots are generally lined. Fabricate the meat. Optimum portion size for any individual depends primarily on his or her daily caloric requirements based on age, size, build,
and level of physical activity. Jars made of stainless steel, plastic, or glass; available in several capacities Excellent for puréeing, liquefying, and emulsifying foods food processor Motor housed in base, separately from removable bowl, blade, and lid. The yolk also has the ability to foam. Be sure to keep frozen items below 32° and Meats cooked in a
microwave oven lose greater amounts of moisture and easily become dry. (For more information about nutritional cooking, consult Techniques of Healthy Cooking.) Food and kitchen safety are of increasing concern in all foodservice operations, and Chapter Four presents fundamental concepts and procedures for assuring that safe, wholesome food is
prepared in a safe environment. If the broiler is contained as a separate unit, it is known as a salamander and is used primarily to ﬁnish or glaze foods. They should always be placed on trays to prevent them from dripping onto other foods or the floor. Because consumers have grown increasingly conscious of the need to make well-balanced meal
choices, the professional chef has been given the opportunity to make a difference. Any time the hands come in contact with a possible source of contamination (the face, hair, eyes, and mouth) they must be thoroughly washed before continuing any work. The yield percent for cabbage is 79 percent. Meats should be checked for wholesomeness and
freshness. The food mill is a type of strainer used to purée soft foods. And perhaps most relevant from today’s perspective, a system of governance and trade that encourages the “migration” of foods and dishes from one place to another strongly influences cuisine. Microwave radiation cooks food much faster than infrared radiation because it
penetrates foods several inches deep, whereas infrared is mainly absorbed at the surface. There are many ways to sharpen knives. All rights reserved THE CULINARY INSTITUTE OF AMERICA President Dr. Tim Ryan ’77 Vice-President, Dean of Culinary Education Mark Erickson ’77 Senior Director, Educational Enterprises Susan Cussen Director of
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Inc., 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, (978) 750-8400, fax (978) 646-8600, or on the web at www.copyright.com. The best defenses against food-borne viruses are good personal hygiene and obtaining shellfish from certified waters. They are more often responsible for food spoilage than for food-borne illness. For a listing of vitamins and
minerals with their functions and food sources, refer to page 26. Everyone should know what to do in case of a fire. Garlic cloves illustrate the point well. Once unwrapped, meats should be rewrapped in air-permeable paper, such as butcher’s paper, because airtight containers promote bacterial growth that could result in spoilage or contamination.
As a start, here are some general questions to ask yourself as you begin to think about your career: » What type of environment (corporate/business, restaurant group/company, chain restaurant, independent restaurant, ﬁne/upscale/casual dining) do you see yourself in? chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 53 measuring equipment
Measurements Among the most common and useful measuring equipment are the following: measuring pitchers (to measure liquid volumes); spring, balance beam, and electronic scales (to weigh ingredients for preparation and ﬁnished items for portion control); instant-read, candy, and deep-fat thermometers (to measure internal temperatures); and
measuring spoons. Hawran ’93 Robert Briggs Marc Haymon ’81, CMB, CHE David J. The recipe yields reflect real-life cooking situations: some items, such as stocks and soups, are prepared in large quantities, while others, such as sautés and grills, are prepared à la minute, a few portions at a time. Foods and cookware that absorb the energy waves
are heated. Now your hat becomes that of an administrator. May have extra disks for specialized cutting Grinding, puréeing, blending, emulsifying, crushing, and kneading. coli 0157:H7, need to be present in significant quantities in order to make someone ill. The metal is brittle and can break easily under stress. Starch, a complex carbohydrate, has
powerful thickening properties. Packaged meats should arrive with the packaging intact with no punctures or tears. Setting both short- and long-term goals will help you to realize the career that you are seeking. Food-borne illnesses are caused by adulterated foods (foods unfit for human consumption). The delicate mesh of some strainers is highly
vulnerable to damage; never drop these into a pot sink, where they could be crushed or torn. Recipes give detailed instructions to aid kitchen staff in producing menu items. Most tilting kettles have lids, allowing for steaming as well. In beef, only a small percentage of meats produced is graded prime. Grease fires, electrical fires, or even a waste
container full of paper catching fire when a match is carelessly tossed into it are easy to imagine in any busy kitchen. Determine the Cost Factor (CF). However, these surfaces are not as sturdy as metal linings. These settings typically offer many front- and back-of-the-house options as well as a comprehensive benefits package, and 8 THE CULINARY
PROFESSIONAL generally adhere to a Monday through Friday schedule. CALCULATING AS-PURCHASED COST (APC) Most food items purchased from suppliers are packed and priced by wholesale bulk sizes such as by the crate, case, bag, carton, and so on. The cooktop itself remains cool. In some operations, this may be either the chef or sous
chef. CALCULATING THE VALUE OF USABLE TRIM Often, some of the trimmings from a food may be used to prepare other foods. The recreate conjointly offers a worldwide perspective and includes essential info on nutrition, food and room safety, equipment, and products identification. Many salespeople work on commission, so wages can
fluctuate from pay period to pay period. large equipment than for traditional burners. » Do you prefer front of the house or back of the house? The grit—the degree of coarseness or fineness of the stone’s surface— abrades the blade’s edge, creating a sharp cutting edge. Planning work areas carefully, thinking about all the tools, ingredients, and
equipment you need for preparation and throughout service, and grouping like activities together are all techniques that can help you organize your work better. Count is a measurement of whole items as one would purchase them. The responsibilities of a professional working in any kitchen are too great to allow someone suffering from a substance
abuse problem to diminish the respect and trust you have built with your customers and staff. It is a complicated chemical reaction, and in addition to color change, it also causes the flavor of the sugar to evolve and take on the rich complexity that we know to be characteristic of caramel. Physical contaminants include bits of glass, rodent hairs, and
paint chips. In order for a food-borne illness to be declared an official outbreak, it must involve two or more people who have eaten the same food, and health officials must confirm it. The management of human resources includes several legal responsibilities. An allergic reaction to a food may also occur rapidly. The skilled cook continues to evolve
and improve with age."—Thomas lecturer "The skilled cook continues to be AN implausibly valuable reference guide that we have a tendency to keep handy all told our eating place kitchens."—Susan Feniger and Jewess Sue Milliken "This necessary book may be a classic resource, an imperative reference for each the skilled and heavy home cook."—
Alfred Portale "The newest edition of The skilled cook is actually a tremendous book of technique. For example, the type of oil used in a dish may matter very much to a guest if it is an oil to which he or she has an allergy. ent and as part of a preparation or cooking technique. A triple-faced stone is mounted on a rotating framework that can be locked
into position so that it cannot move. It is challenging and demanding. Cross contamination icon chapter 4 » Hand-washing icon FOOD AND KITCHEN SAFETY 33 PROPER HAND WASHING To reduce the chances of cross contamination, wash your hands often and correctly. It is important to do this now, so you can uncover any further changes to the
ingredients or methods that the new yield might force. The edges are then beveled or fluted. Equally important is the ability to handle and care for each tool, whether it is a cutting board, a knife, a mandoline, or a stockpot. A cultural cuisine is an important element in developing and maintaining a group’s identity. PRESSURE STEAMER Water is
heated under pressure in a sealed compartment, allowing it to reach temperatures above the boiling point, 212°F/100°C. Meat can also be frozen for longer storage. 16 lb x 16 oz = 256 oz 256 oz = 21.33 (21 full portions) 12 oz 10. PARTS OF A KNIFE chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 45 types of knives A wide array of knives is knife,
boning knife, paring knife, and slicer—but also a number of special knives. Information gathering can become a full-time task on its own. Independent restaurants, such as bistros, whitetablecloth establishments, and family-style restaurants, feature a full menu, and the patrons are served by trained wait staff. 4. In order to keep costs in line and
ensure consistency of quality and quantity, ingredients and portion sizes must be measured correctly each time a recipe is made. 44 5. Use an appropriate cutting surface. chapter 4 » FOOD AND KITCHEN SAFETY 39 tools a the pro nd ingredients in fessional kitchen PART 2 equipment identiﬁcation Tools, large and small, make it possible for chefs to
do their jobs well; in fact, using the right tool for the job is one of the hallmarks of a professional. Incomplete proteins, such as vegetables, grains, legumes, and nuts, do not contain all the essential amino acids. One example is the parasitic worm that exists in larval stage in muscle meats. An established network also makes it much easier for you to
find a new position or qualified employees. APC – Total trim value = NFC EXAMPLE: $36.40 – $8.00 = $28.40 (NFC) 6. EXAMPLE: trimmed #103 beef rib roast to #109 beef rib (roast-ready) 3. The terms teaspoon (tsp), tablespoon (tbsp), fluid ounce (fl oz), cup, pint (pt), quart (qt), gallon (gal), milliliter (mL), and liter (L) all indicate units of volume
measure. All of these decisions should be made before any ingredient preparation or cooking begins. Mix equal parts of flour and salt, and then add enough distilled white vinegar to form a paste. As a general rule of thumb, root-based starches (potato and arrowroot, for instance) thicken at lower temperatures and break down more quickly, whereas
cereal- DENATURING PROTEINS At the molecular level, natural proteins are shaped like coils or springs. Sides may be straight or slightly ﬂared Baking breads and meatloaves Pullman loaf pan Rectangular pan with lid; produces ﬂattopped loaves Baking specialty bread mufﬁn tin Pan with small, round depressions, which come in different sizes
Baking mufﬁns and cupcakes Bundt pan Deep, round pan with tube in the center. Salmonella bacteria are killed when the eggs are held at a temperature of at least 140°F/60°C for a minimum of 3½ minutes. APQ x Yield percent = EPQ EXAMPLE: EXAMPLE: 4 oz tournéed carrots (EPQ) x $0.141/oz tournéed carrots (EPC) = $0.564 per serving (total
cost) 20 lb green beans (APQ) x 0.88 (Yield percent) = 17.6 lb green beans (EPQ) The edible portion quantity (EPQ) would be 17.6 pounds. Once in the body, these toxins act as poison. Conduction transfers heat from the stove to the pot to the water molecules in contact with the interior of the pot. » Incorporate a variety of plant-based dishes in all
categories of the menu. One of the biggest expenses for any restaurant will always be food and beverage costs. You should round down any partial number of portions since it would not be plausible to serve a partial portion to a guest. While these exchanges are more rapid and frequent in modern times, they have always been apparent. If a recipe
calls for two garlic cloves, the intensity of garlic in the dish will change depending upon whether the cloves you use are large or small. For instance, a soup to serve four would be made in a small pot, but a soup for forty requires a larger cooking vessel. Once you have read through and evaluated or modified the recipe, it is time to get your mise en
place together. Techniques are also a window into the cooking of a specific cuisine. Do not handle food when ill. Small equipment, tools, pots, and tableware should be run through a ware-washing machine or washed manually in a three-compartment sink. Holding would be another critical step in this process. Then you can begin the process of
making the adjustments and instituting the control systems that will keep your organization operating at maximal efficiency. In an increasingly tight labor market, a generous benefits package can make the difference in the caliber of employee you are able to attract and retain. To clean a seasoned pan, use a bundle of paper towels to scour salt over
the surface of the pan until the food particles have been removed. Use current prices for the meat item as purchased. Rat-tail tangs are much narrower than the spine of the blade and are encased in the handle. The exact standards for individual animal types govern where the carcass is to be divided. Offal can best be described as the edible byproducts of a meat carcass. CONVERTING VOLUME MEASURES TO WEIGHT You can convert a volume measure into a weight if you know how much 1 cup of an ingredient (prepared as required by the recipe) weighs. Different parasites reproduce in different ways. Move the items immediately into proper storage conditions. The industry and every
profession within it reflect cultural and societal changes, some superficial while others are foundational. Some people experience swelling of their throats or tongues. The introduction of new equipment has helped to alleviate some of the problems associated with smaller kitchen staffs. Preparing well-written and accurate standardized recipes is a big
part of the professional chef’s work in all foodservice settings, as they include much more than just ingredient names and preparation steps. Read cookbooks, visit restaurants and other countries, and keep an open mind in order to experience a wide variety of world cuisines. Can be used in a water bath Baking cakes, cheesecakes, and some rolls
springform pan Similar to cake pan, but with separate bottom. This position is often considered the most demanding, responsible, and glamorous on the line. Because each operation has different needs, there are no hard-and-fast rules, just principles that you will apply to your own situation. In this context, any meal is more than mere sustenance.
Very often this position is combined with the position of either captain or maître d’hôtel. The front of the unit will be the warmest area, the back the coldest. Available in ﬂoor and tabletop models Chopping large quantities of food; with special disks: slicing or grating food slicer/ meat slicer Carrier moves food back and forth against circular blade,
generally made of carbon steel. Remain up to date with the following informative resources: » Magazines » Newsletters » Instructional videos » Web sites » Government publications » Books the attributes of a culinary professional Each member of a profession is responsible for the profession’s image, whether he or she is a teacher, lawyer, doctor, or
culinarian. This position may be combined with that of rôtisseur. If you have a menu with several sautéed appetizers, entrées, and side dishes, are you and your line cooks waiting around while the pot washer scrambles to get you restocked with sauté pans? When exposed to heat, sugar will at first melt into a thick syrup. Experience will teach the
student many “tricks of the trade.” The title of this work should not put it into the rarified category of books to be used only by those working in restaurant or hotel kitchens. Some have pass-through or reach-in doors to facilitate access to frequently required items. When proteins denature, they tend to bond together (coagulate) and form solid
clumps. Sustainable farms also take care of their workers and are humane toward animals; sustainable agriculture respects the farmers by paying them a fair wage. GRILL/BROILER/SALAMANDER In a grill, the heat source is located below a rack; in a broiler or salamander, the heat source is above. An increased emphasis on nutrition, sophistication,
and financial and quality control means that all settings, from the white-tablecloth restaurant to the fast-food outlet, offer interesting challenges. Open burners and ring tops supply direct heat, which is easy to change and control. food and kitchen safety The importance of food and kitchen safety cannot be overemphasized. Continually striving to meet
the expectations of those who walk through your door should be an ongoing challenge for you and your staff. Experience has shown, and science has veriﬁed, that certain cooking techniques are more successful when used with certain materials. Do not clean knives in a dishwasher. This may require converting items listed originally as a count into a
weight or a volume, or rounding measurements into reasonable quantities. This chapter covers the causes of foodborne illnesses and prevention procedures, and includes checklists to help the staff achieve sanitary and safe kitchen conditions. Water is the only substance for which it can be safely assumed that 1 fluid ounce equals 1 ounce.
Neckerchiefs serve a similar sweatabsorbing role. Intoxication occurs when a person consumes food containing toxins from bacteria, molds, or certain plants and animals. AVOIDING CROSS CONTAMINATION Many food-borne illnesses are a result of unsanitary handling procedures in the kitchen. Blade is typically 2–3 inches long Peeling skin from
vegetables and fruits. The colander, available in a variety of sizes, is a stainless-steel or aluminum sieve, with or without a base, used to strain or drain foods. The duller the blade, the coarser the grit should be. Determine the cost per portion. Learning new skills so that you can make the best possible use of the time you have certainly ought to be an
ongoing part of your career development. Wipe away any excess oil with paper towels. The gram is the basic unit of weight, the liter is the basic unit of volume, and the meter is the basic unit of length. WALK-IN This is the largest style of refrigeration unit and usually has shelves arranged around the walls. chapter 1 » INTRODUCTION TO THE
PROFESSION 7 Some examples of career paths that are available to you are listed below, along with some general pros and cons. Use nested measuring tools for dry ingredients measured by volume. The way a menu is developed or adapted, as well as the way menu prices are established, are reflections of how well the operation’s concept or
business plan has been defined. If heated to high enough temperatures, however, fat will begin to break down and develop an acrid flavor, effectively ruining anything cooked in it. These knives tend to come apart easily and should be avoided. career opportunities for culinary professionals Culinary professionals are needed not just in hotel dining
facilities and traditional restaurants but in a variety of settings—public and private, consumer-oriented and institutional. When following a vegetarian diet, the following combinations offer a sample of non-meat-based complete proteins: » Grains and legumes » Lentils and rice » Pasta and beans » Tortillas and beans » Tofu and rice » Hummus and
whole wheat pita FAT Fat is often a significant concern of those watching what they eat. The best (though slowest) method is to allow the food to thaw under refrigeration. Cast iron coated with enamel is easier to clean but loses some of its nonstick properties and cannot withstand as high a temperature as untreated cast iron. Generally, the diseasecausing microorganisms found in foods, with the exception of E. FOOD PATHOGENS The specific types of pathogens responsible for foodborne illnesses are fungi, viruses, parasites, and bacteria. The rivets should be completely smooth and lie flush with the surface of the handle. As you continue to work in professional kitchens, your knife kit will
grow to encompass not only the basics—chef’s or French SCIMITAR SERRATED SLICERS (pointed and round tipped) CLEAVER UTILITY KNIVES SLICER FLEXIBLE SLICER BONING KNIFE FRENCH KNIVES 46 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN FLUTED-EDGE SANTOKU PARING KNIFE TOURNÉ KNIFE NAME(S)
CHARACTERISTICS COMMON USES chef’s knife/ French knife Blade 8–12 inches long All-purpose knife: a variety of chopping, slicing, and mincing chores utility knife Smaller, lighter chef’s knife with a blade 5–8 inches long Various cutting chores paring knife Blade 2–4 inches long Paring and trimming vegetables and fruits boning knife Blade is
thinner than that of chef’s knife, about 6 inches long, and rigid Separating raw meat from bone ﬁlleting knife Similar in shape and size to a boning knife, but thinner and with a more ﬂexible blade Filleting ﬁsh slicer Long blade with a round or pointed tip; blade may be ﬂexible or rigid, tapered or round, or have a ﬂuted edge Slicing cooked meat; also
suitable for slicing food such as smoked salmon cleaver Heavy enough to cut through bones; rectangular blade; varies in size according to its intended use Chopping tourné knife Similar to a paring knife; has curved blade to facilitate cutting curved surfaces of tournéed vegetables Tournéeing vegetables chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION
knives Common Kitchen Knives 47 48 SHARPENING AND HONING 1. Other times, trade and its associated activities played a major role. BUILD A SUSTAINABLE RESTAURANT. This position is sometimes combined with the saucier position. Inspection is a service paid for by tax dollars. The range of positions in a classic brigade also include the
following: The SAUTÉ CHEF (saucier) is responsible for all sautéed items and their sauces. Managing a restaurant, or any other business, is a job that requires the ability to handle four areas effectively: physical assets, information, people (human resources), and time. Restaurants, menus, and trends in dining room design have all been dramatically
impacted by such societal trends as busier, on-the-go lifestyles and increasing interest in world cuisines. For example, a strip loin produces trimmings that can be used in several recipes. VITAMINS AND MINERALS Needed in smaller quantities than protein, carbohydrates, and fat, vitamins and minerals are noncaloric essential nutrients. This process
would essentially mutilate the flesh of loins and legs of beef and veal; therefore, these are generally not sold as kosher. Its ability to form a relatively stable foam is crucial to the development of chapter 3 » THE BASICS OF NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 29 FUNCTION OF COOKING FATS Depending on their molecular structure, some fats are
solid at room temperature, while others are liquid at the same temperature. This does not mean that your ability to grill, sauté, or roast foods to the exact point of doneness is less important than it was before. Stainless steel is much stronger than carbon steel and will not discolor or rust. Copper also tends to discolor quickly; its proper upkeep
requires significant time and labor. You may need to adjust the angle by a few degrees to properly sharpen thinner blades such as slicers, or thicker blades such as cleavers. (The design also allows the jacket to be rebuttoned on the opposite side to cover any spills.) The sleeves of the jacket are long to cover as much of the arm as possible. You can try
to reorganize storage space. The difference is that the guests are paying members, and the food costs are typically figured differently than they would be for a public restaurant. Keep the knife blade at a 20-degree angle to the steel. Invest time in reviewing daily operations. Hard steel is the traditional material for steels. The chef may use some of the
trim to prepare a clarification that might otherwise require ground meat, and more of the trim to make a filling for fajitas. Equipment and cutting boards should always be cleaned and thoroughly sanitized between uses. Repeat the process with the blade resting on the steel’s outer side. High-carbon stainless steel is a relatively recent development
that combines the advantages of carbon steel and stainless steel. hands at the beginning of each shift and each new task, after handling raw foods, after going to the bathroom, sneezing, coughing, and so forth, and after handling any nonfood item. Before storing food in the refrigerator, it should be properly cooled, stored in clean containers,
wrapped, and labeled clearly with the contents and date. Nonstick coatings may be useful for some applications, but these surfaces are not as sturdy as metal, so another choice for nonstick cookery would be cast iron. Stainless steel is a relatively poor conductor of heat, but it is often used because it has other advantages, including easy maintenance.
The techniques as explained in this book have all been tested in the Institute’s kitchens. If the individual item has been processed, graded, or packaged according to established standards, count can be a useful, accurate way to measure ingredients. Some units have adjustable racks that allow the food to be raised or lowered to control cooking speed.
They may be less likely to offer benefits. The proper way to cool hot liquids is to place them in a metal container in an ice water bath that reaches the same level as the liquid inside the container. Desired yield = Recipe Conversion Factor (RCF) Original yield NOTE: The desired yield and the original yield must be expressed in the same way before you
can use the formula. Therefore, we hope that those who look to cooking for a creative outlet will come to regard this book as a valuable tool. Coppedge, Jr., CMB, CHE Gerard Coyac, CHE Phillip Crispo PC III/CEC/CHE Paul Delle Rose ’94, CHE Joseph DePaola ’94, CHE John DeShetler ’68, CHE, PCII/CCC Joseph W. Repeat the procedure every so
often to renew the seal. For example, if you have tournéed a carrot, rather than cutting it into dice or rounds, you can use the trim to prepare a soup, purée, or other dish. This position may be further broken down into the following areas of specialization: CONFISEUR (prepares candies and petits fours), BOULANGER (prepares unsweetened doughs,
as for breads and rolls), GLACIER (prepares frozen and cold desserts), and DÉCORATEUR (prepares showpieces and special cakes). Meat, poultry, and fish are good sources of complete proteins. A strong business mind and extensive planning are required to be successful. Another exception to this rule is the sweetbread, or thymus gland, of veal.
Knowing the classic techniques and cuisine of a culture (whether France, India, or beyond) is always helpful when you choose to modernize or change a traditional recipe. When you give people the opportunity to help make decisions and provide them with the tools they need to perform optimally, you will see that it is easier to achieve the goals you
have established on an executive level. Excellent personal hygiene is one of the best defenses against cross contamination. It does mean that you 4 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL will be called on to learn and assume tasks and responsibilities that are more managerial, marking a shift in the evolution of your career. Therefore, in order to allocate
the proper prices to each recipe, it is necessary to convert purchase pack prices to unit prices, which are expressed as price per pound, each, by the dozen, by the quart, and the like. Foie gras is an exception to the general rule that organ meats are inexpensive and can command a high price. Heat conductivity and evenness of heat transfer are
important to consider as well as the maintenance of the pan; for example, copper is great for conductivity but requires signiﬁcant time and labor for proper upkeep. Cookware made of other materials will not heat up on these cooktops. Once consumed, its life cycle and reproductive cycle continue. If you were to hold this chicken on the line before
actual service, it would have to be kept at 140°F/60°C to prevent the growth of pathogenic organisms. For most of those capable of causing food-borne illness, the friendliest environment provides temperatures within a range of 41° to 135°F/5° to 57°C—the danger zone. The egg is composed of two main parts, the white and the yolk. The PASTRY
CHEF (pâtissier) is responsible for baked items, pastries, and desserts. NFW x 16 oz = Total number of ounces Total number of ounces = Number of portions Portion size (in oz) EXAMPLE: How many 12-oz portions can be obtained from 16 lb of trimmed meat? Meats can be purchased in a number of forms and at varying degrees of readiness to cook.
Storing food at temperatures below 41°F/5°C will slow or interrupt the cycle of reproduction. Invest time in training others. Give your staff the yardsticks they need to evaluate the job and determine if they have done what was requested, in the appropriate fashion, and on time. Severe reactions require immediate medical attention. Competition
continues to increase, and unless your establishment is different, better, faster, or unique in some way, there is every chance that it may not survive, let alone prosper. It is our hope that this book will function both as a springboard into future growth and as a reference point to give ballast to the lessons still to be learned. Other materials, such as
glass, ceramic, and diamond impregnated surfaces, are also available. But they are not, all on their own, a cuisine. Walk yourself and your staff through the jobs that must be done, and be sure that everyone understands how to do the work, where to find necessary items, how far each person’s responsibility extends, and what to do in case a question
or emergency comes up. Levy, CCE, CHE Anthony J. Sharpening method two 1. Push the blade over the stone’s surface, using the 3. Push the knife off the stone smoothly. Any new foodservice business should contact the local health department well in advance of opening to ascertain necessary legal requirements. Library of Congress Cataloging-inPublication Data is available upon request. Some administrative duties may not sound at all glamorous—preparing schedules, tracking deliveries, computing costs, and so forth. A restaurant can support sustainability in a number of ways: conventional agriculture An industrialized agricultural system characterized by » mechanization » monocultures
(less biodiversity) » synthetic inputs such as chemical fertilizers and pesticides » maximizing productivity and proﬁtability organic agriculture Agriculture involving » renewable resources and biological cycles, such as composting » no genetically modiﬁed organisms » no synthetic pesticides, herbicides, or fertilizers » no synthetic feeds, growth
hormones, or antibiotics » heightened compassion for animal welfare biodynamic agriculture Beyond organic, biodynamic agriculture considers the: » dynamic, metaphysical, and spiritual aspects of the farm » balance between physical and nonphysical realms » cosmic events, such as planting according to the phases of the moon The food industry is
intrinsically woven into the fabric of culture. Foods do not necessarily have to be animal based to contain protein, however; vegetables and grains also contain protein. While you may be forced to work within the limits of your existing floor plan, be on the lookout for products or storage strategies that can turn a bad arrangement into one that works
smoothly and evenly. The bacteria are also killed instantly at 160°F/71°C. If you expect someone to do a job properly, take enough time to explain the task carefully. Many foods provide the three conditions necessary for bacterial growth and are therefore considered to be potentially hazardous. This concept also appeals to customers who are
becoming more aware of the importance of sustainability and use of local products. For instance, if you use the trim from carrot tournées to prepare a soup, the food cost for the carrot trim is the same as for a carrot that has been trimmed and chopped. “Bain-marie” also refers to stainless-steel containers used to hold food in a steam table griddle Flat
with no sides; may be built directly into the stove ﬁsh poacher Long, narrow lidded pot with straight sides; includes a perforated rack for holding ﬁsh steamer Pair of stacked pots; lidded top pot has a perforated bottom. Choose material appropriate to the cooking technique. New ingredients find their way into traditional dishes. The first step in
bringing the expenses associated with your physical assets under control is to know what your expenses actually are. Thanks to the book’s designer, Alison Lew of Vertigo Design, who brought it all together beautifully and to the production editor at Wiley, Alda Trabucchi, for her tireless attention to every detail, large and small. STEAM-JACKETED
KETTLE This freestanding or tabletop kettle circulates steam through the double-sided walls, providing even heat. Briggs, CHE Carol D. Electrical outlets for small equipment ought to be within reach of everyone. Learn the proper techniques for both sharpening and honing knives. 2. Or you may want to determine how much the food in a particular
recipe costs. A standard volume measuring cup is equal to 8 fluid ounces, but the contents of the cup may not always weigh 8 ounces. With special disks: slicing, julienning, and shredding immersion blender/ hand blender/stick blender/burr mixer Long, slender one-piece machine; like an inverted blender. No matter which method you use, keep the
following guidelines in mind: 2. Use the principle of “first in, first out” (FIFO) when arranging food, so that older items are in the front. During the baking process, fat performs a multitude of chemical functions such as tenderizing, leavening, aiding in moisture retention, and creating a flaky or crumbly texture. Instruct kitchen staff to follow
standardized recipes to the letter unless instructed otherwise, and encourage service staff to refer to standardized recipes when a question arises about ingredients or preparation methods. This is a sign of a well-made knife. Any 30 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL additional materials in the fat (emulsifiers, preservatives, proteins, carbohydrates)
lower the smoke point. The next decision to make, after you have established a ﬂow diagram and identiﬁed potential hazards, is to identify the critical control points (CCPs). If a blade requires more than ﬁve strokes per side on a steel, it probably should be sharpened on a stone. WELL-INFORMED SALESPEOPLE help chefs determine how best to
meet their needs for food and produce, introduce them to new products, and demonstrate the proper use of new equipment. Viruses do not actually multiply in food, but if through poor sanitation practice a virus contaminates food, consumption of that food may result in illness. May be round, rectangular, or square Baking tarts TOOLS AND
INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN CHARACTERISTICS COMMON USES pie pan Round pan with ﬂared sides; deeper than tart pan; available in a variety of sizes Baking pies and quiches loaf pan Deep pan, usually rectangular. Consider the way you, your coworkers, and your staff spend the day. The measuring utensil must be sitting
on a level surface for an accurate measurement. TEACHERS are essential to the great number of cooking schools nationwide. EXAMPLE: APQ = 5 lb ( = 80 oz) carrots Trim the item and cut as desired, saving trim and edible portion quantity in separate containers. First, record the as-purchased quantity (APQ) from the invoice, or weigh the item
before trimming or cutting. All food must be stored carefully to prevent contact between raw and cooked items. The ROUNDSMAN (tournant) or swing cook works as needed throughout the kitchen. Become a good executive. The copies leave the dead host cell behind and invade still more cells. The two forms of carbohydrates (simple and complex)
that are of interest from a basic food science perspective are sugar and starch. EXAMPLE: $0.106 (As-purchased cost of carrots per ounce) $0.119 (value of = usable carrot trim 0.89 (Yield percent for for soup per ounce) chopped carrots) CALCULATING EDIBLE PORTION COST As discussed earlier, recipes often assume ingredients are ready to
cook, so when it comes to costing a recipe, the edible portion cost (EPC) per unit can be calculated from the as-purchased cost (APC) per unit, as long as the edible portion is expressed in the same unit of measure as the cost unit. ADVANCED OPPORTUNITIES The following options may require either further education, significant industry experience,
or other skill sets. Storage capacity, the equipment required to prepare a menu item, the kitchen staff’s ability to fabricate cuts, and the volume of meat required must all be taken into consideration. The heat caused by friction may not seem signiﬁcant, but it can eventually harm the blade. The new look in this new edition reflects the way we think
about teaching cooking. KETTLES AND STEAMERS Kettles and steamers enable a chef to prepare large amounts of food efficiently, since the heat is applied over a much larger area than is possible when a single burner is used. To quote the 1999 FDA Food Code, a critical control point is “a point or procedure in a speciﬁc food system where loss of
control may result in an unacceptable health risk.” One of the most difﬁcult aspects of putting together a HACCP program is not to overidentify these critical control points. When setting tables, never touch the parts of flatware that come in contact with food, and handle glassware by the stems or bases only. These pans are generally thin and are
often preferred for sautéing foods. Fungi, which include molds and yeast, are more adaptable than other microorganisms and have a high tolerance for acidic conditions. Do not attempt to catch a falling knife. The ability to tap into the information resources you need, using all types of media and technology, has never been more important. When the
20 pounds is divided by 79 percent (0.79), the result equals 25.3 pounds, which will be the minimum amount to purchase. In addition, if any organization has more than ten employees, records must be kept of all accidents and injuries to employees that require medical treatment. The only way to be sure is to test the new recipe and adjust it until you
are satisfied with the result—and then be sure to record the measure! Other considerations when converting recipe yields include the equipment you have to work with, the production issues you face, and the skill level of your staff. Recording events at CCPs ensures that critical limits are met and preventive monitoring is occurring. Report any
problems or malfunctions promptly, and alert coworkers to the problem. A drum sieve is used for sifting or puréeing. This information is available in a number of charts or ingredient databases. Gas or electric ranges are available in many sizes and with different combinations of open burners, flattops (not to be confused with griddle units), and ring
tops. The maître d’hôtel trains all service personnel, oversees wine selection, works with the chef to determine the menu, and organizes seating throughout service. Organ meats are composed of fibers that are different from those of lean muscle. Sauce whisks are narrower and frequently have thicker wires Beating, blending, and whipping offset
spatula Blade is chisel edged, between 9 and 10 inches long and 3–4 inches wide, set in a short handle Turning or lifting foods on grills, broilers, and griddles hand tools Common Hand Tools PROPER CARE AND CLEANING OF ROLLING PINS Rolling pins are made from hard, tightgrained woods, which prevent fats and flavorings used in rolled
doughs from penetrating the pin. You will have to convert the recipe (see Using a Recipe Conversion Factor (RCF) to Convert Recipe Yields, page 16). Buying locally increases awareness of seasonality, and supports the local economy—items that have traveled far have often lost quality and freshness. chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 57
pots and pans for stovetop cooking Pots and pans used on the stovetop may be made from a variety of materials, but they must be able to withstand direct heat from a ﬂame. Keep knives clean. THE PARTS OF A KNIFE To select a knife of good quality that fits your hand well and is suitable for the intended task, you need a basic knowledge of the
various parts of a knife. Anaerobic bacteria do not require oxygen and may even die when exposed to it. The abuse of any substance is a serious concern because it can alter or impair one’s ability to perform his or her job. The greater your skills in managing any of these areas, the greater your potential for success. Foods high in cholesterol tend to
have high amounts of fat. In general, refrigerators should be kept between 36° and 40°F/2° and 4°C, but quality is better maintained if certain foods can be stored at these specific temperatures: Meat and poultry: 32° to 36°F/0° to 2°C Fish and shellﬁsh: 30° to 34°F/–1° to 1°C Eggs: 38° to 40°F/3° to 4°C Dairy products: 36° to 40°F/2° to 4°C Produce:
40° to 45°F/4° to 7°C Separate refrigerators for each of the above categories are ideal, but if necessary, a single unit can be receive and store foods safely It is not unheard of for foods to be delivered to a foodservice operation already contaminated. When you know the approximate yield percent for onions and carrots, you can get the right amount for
a recipe in a single visit to the walk-in. Clean knives thoroughly immediately after using them. The preparation of certain garnishes, side dishes, sauces, or marinades may be organized so that all components of a recipe are prepared by the chef or cook for that station, or it may be that prep cooks prepare some of the components. 8. As you probe
more deeply into the historical origins of the recipe in your hand today, you may find ingredients that traveled from East to West or from the Old World to the New World in place of an earlier option. This person clears plates between courses, ﬁlls water glasses and bread baskets, and assists the front waiter and/ or captain as needed. Avoid subjecting
pots to heat extremes and rapid changes in temperature (e.g., placing a smoking-hot pot into a sinkful of water) because some materials are prone to warping. Flattops give relatively even and consistent heat but do not allow for quick adjustments of temperature. Casseroles or molds made of enameled cast iron or steel are especially vulnerable.
Cooking is not always a perfectly precise art, but a good grasp of the basics gives the chef or student the ability not only to apply the technique, but also to learn the standards of quality so that they begin to develop a sense of how cooking works. Hands should be properly washed after using the restroom, eating, smoking, touching one’s face or hair,
and handling money, dirty dishes, or soiled table linens. chapter 1 » INTRODUCTION TO THE PROFESSION 5 MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES Restaurant operations rely directly on the work and dedication of a number of people, from executives and administrators to line cooks, wait staff, and maintenance and cleaning staff. The drum sieve
(tamis) consists of a tinned-steel, nylon, or stainless-steel screen stretched in an aluminum or wood frame. Traditionally earthenware, may also be enameled cast iron Cooking or molding terrines gratin dish Shallow oval baking dish; ceramic, enameled cast iron, or enameled steel Baking gratins ramekin Round, straight-sided ceramic dish; comes in
various sizes Baking soufﬂés; sometimes for molding frozen soufﬂés; sauce cups; baked custard; baked or chilled puddings; gratins; and a variety of other uses timbale mold Small metal or ceramic mold Molding individual portions of foods ﬂexible silicone mold Available in different sizes and shapes Forming foods into a variety of shapes; can be used
at high temperatures and for freezing cake pan Straight sided; available in various sizes and shapes. (In a full traditional brigade system, soups are prepared by the soup station or potager, and vegetables by the legumier.) This station may also be responsible for egg dishes. Blue-steel, black-steel, pressed-steel, or rolledsteel pans are all prone to
discoloration but transmit heat very rapidly. Instead, either the equivalencies of the different units of measure must be memorized or a chart must be kept handy (see page 1166). An emulsion consists of two phases, the dispersed phase and the continuous phase. Organ meats tend to be highly perishable and therefore must be used fresh, within a
week of slaughter, or purchased frozen. This means that as an employer, you must provide a workspace that is well lit, properly ventilated, and free from obvious dangers such as improperly maintained equipment. Sometimes the menu evolves as the business plan is refined. Overburdened outlets are another common culprit. Denatured proteins are
easier to digest than natural proteins. SMOKERS A true smoker will treat foods with smoke and can be operated at either cool or hot temperatures. HEALTHY SUBSTITUTIONS By making simple modifications to existing recipes, healthier versions are within reach. Smythe, CCE, CEC, CHE Brannon Soileau ’91, CHE Rudolf Spiess, CHE John J.
handles A preferred material for knife handles is rosewood, because it is extremely hard and has a very tight or fine grain, which helps prevent splitting and cracking. A number of small hand tools other than knives belong in a knife kit. Heat is transferred from the molecules of the hot range surface to the molecules of the adjacent pan bottom, then
from the pan bottom to the pan sides and the food contained within the pan. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA) OSHA is a federal organization, instituted in 1970, that falls under the purview of the Health and Human Services Administration. » Do you prefer small
or large volume? This may be as simple as a small grill featuring sandwiches, or it may be a complete dining room. It is not simply healthy for consumers, but for plants, animals, and the environment as well. Requests to the Publisher for permission should be addressed to the Permissions Department, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 111 River Street,
Hoboken, NJ 07030, (201) 748-6011, fax (201) 748-6008, or online at . It can assist the chef in organizing the day’s work, ordering food, reducing waste, and increasing profits. And finally, thank you to Pam Chirls, executive editor, for her overall guidance and vision. Careful sanitation procedures, proper handling of foods, and a well-maintained
facility all work together to prevent a pest infestation. Determine the recipe conversion factor and modify the recipe as described above. TEACHING—On a high school/vocational level, a bachelor’s degree plus state certiﬁcation is required. May have ornate shapes Creating a speciﬁc shape of cake, including chiffon and pound cakes tube pan Deep,
round pan with straight sides and tube in the center. Variety meats, poultry, and uncured pork products, which have short shelf lives, should be cooked as soon as possible after they are received. Liquids, small items, and individual portions may even be cooked without thawing, but larger pieces that are cooked while still frozen become overcooked
on the outside before they are thoroughly done throughout. Larger roasts, braises, stews, and side dishes generally have yields of 10 servings; any marinades, sauces, or condiments included in the recipes that are prepared in advance are normally given in quantities to produce a yield of 10 servings. THE DINING ROOM BRIGADE SYSTEM The
dining room, or front-of-the-house, positions also have an established line of authority. Foods with a water activity above 0.85 support bacterial growth. STANDARDIZED RECIPES The recipes used in each professional kitchen are known as standardized recipes. For all other ingredients, when the amount is expressed in ounces, weigh it; when the
amount is expressed in fluid ounces, measure it with an accurate liquid (or volume) measuring tool. The CAPTAIN (chef d’étage) deals most directly with the guests once they are seated. Mechanical convection occurs when stirring or a fan is used to speed and equalize heat distribution. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT—Covers a wide range of
employment opportunities that may require other degrees, such as food science, chemistry, nutrition, or engineering, combined with industry experience. chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 65 grinding, slicing, mixing, and puréeing equipment Grinders, slicers, and puréeing equipment all have the potential to be extremely dangerous. As its
temperature continues to rise, the sugar syrup changes color from clear to light yellow to a progressively deepening brown. ASSESS THE HAZARDS. » Raw egg yolks are a potentially hazardous food, due to the possible presence of Salmonella enteritidis bacteria. Cooked rice, beans, pasta, and potatoes are therefore also potentially hazardous foods.
Basic direction formulas illustrate elementary techniques and guide chefs clearly through each step, from mise nut place to finished dishes. 3. Also, bamboo basket with tight-ﬁtting lid; can sit in a wok pots, pans, and molds Stovetop Pots and Pans SEASONING PANS Chefs who use pans made of cast iron or rolled steel often season their pans to seal
the pores. For liquids, use graduated measuring cups or pitchers and ﬁll to the desired level. ESTABLISH CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS. Keep any burn or break in the skin covered with a clean, waterproof bandage. EXAMPLE: $0.106/oz carrots (APC) 0.75 (Yield % for tournéed carrots) = $0.141/oz tournéed carrots (EPC) EPQ x EPC = Total cost
chapter 2 » MENUS AND RECIPES 19 using recipes effectively In the professional kitchen, a recipe can be used to improve efficiency and organization and to increase profits. The chef is responsible for all kitchen operations, including ordering, supervision of all stations, and development of menu items. The MAÎTRE D’HÔTEL, known in American
service as the dining room manager, is the person who holds the most responsibility for the front-of-the-house operation. Conventional ovens can be located below a range top or as separate shelves arranged one above another. Mattel ’80, CHE Francisco Migoya, CMB, CHE Darryl Mosher, CHE Robert Mullooly ’93 Tony Nogales’ 88, PCII, CEC, CHE
Michael Pardus ’81, CHE Robert Perillo ’86, CHE William Phillips ’88, CHE Katherine Polenz ’73, CHE Heinrich Rapp, CHE Surgeio Remolina, CHE John Reilly ’88, CCC, CHE Theodore Roe ’91, CHE Johann Sebald, CHE Michael Skibitcky, PCIII, CEC, CHE David F. Because form and function are closely related, it is important to choose the proper
equipment for the task at hand. Part Two is a catalog of the tools and ingredients used in the professional kitchen, and includes information regarding product specifications, purchasing, and such processing concerns as trim loss. Determine the New Fabricated Cost (NFC). Food that contains pathogens in great enough numbers to cause illness may
still look and smell normal. The French pin is a long cylinder of wood rolled over the dough with the palms of the hands. If you want someone to do a job well, you first have to both explain and demonstrate the quality standards that you expect to see. Cuisine, like any cultural element of society, has geographic, religious, and many other influences
that shape its development. Part Three is devoted to stocks, sauces, and soups. » Store and prepare all foods with the aim of preserving their best possible ﬂavor, texture, color, and overall nutritional value. Carry plates, glasses, and flatware in such a way that food contact surfaces are not touched. Clean the interior cooking surfaces as you would
other pots and pans, with a gentle scouring pad and cleanser. available to suit speciﬁc functions. Anodized or treated aluminum tends not to react, and is one of the most popular metals for pots used in contemporary kitchens. The recipes included in this book are examples of the wide range of possibilities open to the student once the basics are
mastered. Check for local and national resources to learn about the many ways to make a restaurant more sustainable. There may be even more fabrication or butchering done in order to prepare steaks, chops, roasts, or ground meat. Place the pan in a 300°F/149°C oven for one hour. Although in most cases chilling will not actually kill pathogens, it
does drastically slow down reproduction. À la carte and banquet menus call for certain types of advance work to help the chef adjust to the workflow. Obtain proper instruction in the machine’s safe operation. A minimum of a master’s degree in addition to industry experience is required to teach liberal arts or business courses. There is always
another level of perfection to achieve and another skill to master. Steeling method one 1. Start with the knife nearly vertical, with the blade resting on the steel’s inner side. However, instituting such a plan may prove advantageous on many levels. » Draw the blade along the steel so that the entire edge touches the steel. Learn to use the important

tools of your business; budgets, accounting systems, and inventory control systems all play a role. Similarly, if the original recipe lists the yield in fluid ounces and you want to make 3 quarts, you need to convert quarts into fluid ounces before you can determine the recipe conversion factor. Most have partial to full benefits packages. Heat is
conducted through the deck to the cavity. Reaction times are slowed, inhibitions are lowered, and judgment is impaired. In professional kitchens, weight is usually the preferred type of measurement because it is easier to attain accuracy with weight than it is with volume. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS xvii introduction BECOMING A CHEF is a career-long
process. By taking a look at some of the world’s major religions, it is easy to see their influence on cuisine. Sharpening stones are essential to the proper maintenance of knives. Before using a stone, be sure that it is properly stabilized. A steam table will adequately hold reheated foods above 135°F/57°C, but it will not bring foods out of the danger
zone quickly enough. This process, known as gelation, is what causes the liquid to thicken. Sharpen the blade by passing its edge over the stone at a 20-degree angle. The salt acts as a scouring 56 agent, and the flour provides the binder. For today’s chef or student of the culinary arts, this information can be of value; identifying basic foods and
preparation techniques that translate across cuisines, cultures, and continents is an important part of the culinary profession. Graduated containers (measuring cups) and utensils for which the volume is known (such as a 2-ounce ladle or a teaspoon) are used to measure volume. As these water molecules heat up, convection causes them to move away
and be replaced by cooler molecules. Everyone has the right to work in an environment that is free from physical hazards. chapter 3 nutrition basics Beyond offering flavorful options, the foodservice professional will benefit from understanding how energy and nutrients work. In baked goods, whole eggs are used as a glaze and to add nourishment,
flavor, and color. MANAGING PHYSICAL ASSETS Physical assets are the equipment and supplies needed to do business. NOTE: Delicate copper serving dishes and utensils should be cleaned with a commercial cream or polish without abrasives, to avoid scratching. Small units known as candy stoves or stockpot ranges have rings of gas jets or
removable rings under a flattop, allowing for excellent heat control. Foods left in the danger zone for a period longer than four hours are considered adulterated. From this grounded approach, students at any level can confidently take new directions in their cooking careers. Seasoning preserves the cooking surface and essentially creates a nonstick
coating. Endospores allow an individual bacterium to resume its life cycle if favorable conditions should recur. The ﬁrst step in a HACCP program begins with a hazard analysis of the menu item or recipe. RESEARCH-AND-DEVELOPMENT KITCHENS employ a great many culinary professionals. The VEGETABLE CHEF (entremetier) is responsible for
hot appetizers and frequently has responsibility for soups, vegetables, and pastas and other starches. At this time, there are no particular mandates that all foodservice establishments must use HACCP. The apron is worn only to protect the jacket and pants from excessive staining. » Repeat the stroke on the opposite side of the edge to properly
straighten the edge. Cookware used for induction cooking must be flat on the bottom for 28 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL good contact with the cooktop, and it must be made of ferrous (iron-containing) metal such as cast iron, magnetic stainless steel, or enamel over steel. Determine the New Fabricated Price per Pound (NFPP). The bolster helps
to balance the knife and protect the hand from accidental slips. The knives you choose will become as important to you as your own fingers—quite literally an extension of your own hands. It will always mean more, of course, if the writer is well versed in the culinary arts. Convection, therefore, is a combination of conduction and mixing. In still others,
the menu may be the guiding principle that gives a particular stamp to the way the restaurant concept evolves. Side towels are used to protect their hands when working with hot pans, dishes, or other equipment. In most operations, the top five time wasters are lack of clear priorities for tasks; poor staff training; poor communication; poor
organization; and missing or inadequate tools to accomplish tasks. Determine the As-Purchased Cost (APC). steels Keep the following guidelines in mind: » Use a light touch, stroking evenly and consistently. Knaster, CMB, CHE John Kowalski ’77, CHE Pierre LeBlanc, CHE Xavier Le Roux, CHE Alain L. LiPuma ’86, CHE James Maraldo, CHE Thomas
Schneller, CHE Hubert J. NFPP = Cost of 1 oz 16 oz Cost of 1 oz x Portion size = Cost per portion EXAMPLE: What is the cost of one 12-oz portion? chapter 4 food-borne illness Foods can serve as carriers for many different illnesses. Most of these teachers are chefs who are sharing the beneﬁt of their experience with students. FOOD AND
BEVERAGE MANAGERS oversee all food and beverage outlets in hotels and other large establishments. The guidelines are meant as a reference for food selection, cooking techniques, and beverage offerings. The skin may become itchy and develop hives or welts. Keep all parts (bones, fat, usable cuts, usable trim) in separate tubs or trays, and
record all weights. Botulism is an example of an intoxication. The FISH CHEF (poissonier) is responsible for ﬁsh items and their sauces, often including ﬁsh butchering. Be sure that all equipment is up to code. Composed of smaller units known as simple carbohydrates and complex carbohydrates, these are necessary for the body to work efficiently
and to fulfill its energy needs. Simple carbohydrates (generally sugars) are found in fruits and juices, dairy products, and refined sugars. Prevailing tastes in politics, art, fashion, movies, and music do have an effect on what people eat and where and how they want to eat it. This individual is the last person to see the plate before it leaves the kitchen.
Any food source that has a good supply of nutrients in relation to the number of calories it contains is considered nutrient dense. It should be kept in mind that not all foods have a loss. A shortage of skilled personnel has also made modifications in the brigade system necessary. The two basic types of rolling pins are the French-style pin and the rodand-bearing (ball-bearing) pin. Many have set hours and provide benefits. As you might expect, a technique can have a different name as you travel from one region to another. NFC = NFPP NFW EXAMPLE: $28.40 = $1.77/lb (NFPP) 16 lb 7. This allows the chef to know the quality and conditions under which the food they are using is raised, grown,
or harvested. Weigh each separately and record their weights on a costing form: As-Purchased Quantity (APQ) – Trim loss = Edible Portion Quantity (EPQ) EXAMPLE: 80 oz carrots (APQ) – 8.8 oz carrot trim = 71.2 oz sliced carrots Next, divide the EPQ by the APQ: Edible Portion Quantity = Yield percent As-Purchased Quantity EXAMPLE: 71.2 oz
sliced carrots (EPQ) = 0.89 80 oz carrots (APQ) To convert the decimal to a percent, multiply by 100: Yield percent = 89% NOTE: For more information on any of the above culinary math topics, refer to Math for the Professional Kitchen by Laura Dreesen, Michael Nothnagel, and Susan Wysocki. Your goal should be to create an environment in which
all staff feel they have a distinct and measurable contribution to make within the organization. Whenever you must carry a knife from one area of the kitchen to another, hold the knife straight down at your side with the sharp edge facing behind you, and let people know you are passing by with something sharp. Training is another key component.
For example, if you have a case of fresh green beans that weighs 20 pounds and you need to know how many 4-ounce servings are in the case, what you need to do first is determine the yield percent for green beans, either by referring to a list of yield percent values or by performing a yield test. If necessary, convert the portion size (here, 4 ounces)
to the same unit of measure as the edible portion quantity (here, 1 pound). In addition, the cheeks, tail, and tongue are part of the offal category. Clean and sanitize the equipment thoroughly after each use. Microwave radiation, produced by microwave ovens, transfers energy through short high-frequency waves. Food should be brought to the proper
temperature over direct heat (burner, flattop, grill, or conventional SAFE HANDLING OF EGGS Today’s consumer is well aware of the potential for food-borne illness through eggs. FIRE SAFETY It takes only a few seconds for a simple flare-up to turn into a full-scale fire. The chef’s jacket, for instance, is double-breasted to create a two-layer cloth
barrier over the chest to protect against steam burns, splashes, and spills. STORAGE Meats, poultry, and game should be wrapped and stored under refrigeration. they arrive in sanitary conditions. To make the conversion: 1. These standards help to ensure consistent quality and quantity, permit chefs to monitor the efficiency of their work, and
reduce costs by eliminating waste. A critical control point is the place in the utilization of the food at which you have the ability to prevent, eliminate, or reduce an existing hazard or to prevent or minimize the likelihood that a hazard will occur. The first step to take to avoid fires is to make sure that the entire staff is fully aware of potential fire
dangers. 14 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL MEASURING INGREDIENTS ACCURATELY Accurate measurements are crucial to recipes. chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 49 steels A steel should be used both immediately after sharpening the blade with a stone and also between sharpenings to keep the edge in alignment. Ligouri, CHE
Dwayne F. Encourage people to ask questions if they don’t understand you. Keep fingernails short and well maintained, with no polish. Opinion is split about whether a knife blade should be run over a stone from heel to tip or tip to heel. Repeat the entire action, this time with the blade against the steel’s other side. Sources of infrared radiation
include the glowing coals of a charcoal grill or the glowing coils of an electric toaster, broiler, or oven. Ingredients are purchased and used according to one of three measuring conventions: count, volume, or weight. The egg white consists almost exclusively of water and a protein called albumen. Offering a menu rich in grain products, vegetables,
and fruits, low in fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol, and moderate in sugars, salt, and sodium will help customers follow a healthy plan. A restaurant featuring predominantly à la minute preparations—especially one with a preponderance of grilled or sautéed items—will need to purchase extremely tender (and more expensive) cuts. A poorly produced
pot will have weak spots and will warp. For instance, if you save the lean meat to make ground meat, the value of that part of the trim is the price you would have to pay to purchase ground meat. Hollow-ground blades are made by combining two sheets of metal. When you stir a thick sauce to heat it faster and keep it from scorching on the bottom of
the pan, you are creating mechanical convection. Children, the elderly, and anyone whose immune system is already under siege generally will have much more difficulty than a healthy adult in combating a food-borne illness. A plan of action must be identiﬁed to deal with a deviation or substandard level that occurs for a step in the process. Zearfoss,
CEC, CCE, CCP, CHE Giovanni Scappin Gregory Zifchak ’80, CHE Eric L. Edicts favoring or prohibiting certain foods, as well as a calendar of feasting, fasting, and celebrating rituals, are often widespread enough in an area to color the way that a cuisine evolves and what is widely held to be authentic. This book is suited to a variety of teaching
situations because the material is arranged in a logical, progressive sequence. Tin is a good conductor of heat, while materials such as glass, ceramic, and earthenware hold heat well but transfer it poorly. These cuts are referred to as portion control cuts. It is possible to zone a walk-in to maintain appropriate temperature and humidity levels for
storing various foods. Impregnating wood with plastic protects the handle from damage caused by continued exposure to water and detergents. Some food-borne illnesses have characteristics of both an intoxication and an infection. » Any food containing eggs must be kept at safe temperatures throughout handling, cooking, and storage. Conduction
is the direct transfer of heat between adjacent molecules. APC per unit x Number of units = Total APC chapter 2 » MENUS AND RECIPES 17 CALCULATING THE YIELD OF FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES and Determining Yield Percent For many food items, trimming is required before the items are actually used. Membranes, blood vessels, and
connective tissues need to be removed from livers and kidneys. Certain cooking styles are popular in a given region of the world because they are suited to the lifestyle and living conditions; others may remain virtually unknown. Schawaroch ’84, CHE For the professional chef there are many subjects to master. Radiation does not require direct
contact between the energy source and food. Do not use hot-holding equipment for cooking or reheating. It is for this reason that many stewed and braised dishes begin with an initial browning of ingredients before liquid is added. Executives are the individuals who develop a mission or a plan for a company or organization. ON-SITE
REFRIGERATION Refrigerated drawers or undercounter reach-ins allow ingredients to be held on the line at the proper temperature. For example, to increase a recipe for chicken breasts from five servings to fifty, you would 16 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL simply multiply 5 chicken breasts by 10; no further adjustments are necessary. Anyone
and everybody serious regarding food and change of state ought to have one in their room."—Anthony Bourdain "The Central Intelligence Agency continues not solely to line standards however to boost them industry-wide. Beneficial and rewarding opportunities result from attending continuing education classes, workshops, and seminars. Sanitize the
entire knife, including the handle, bolster, and blade, as necessary, so that the tool will not cross contaminate food. Instant-read thermometers should always be used to check temperatures. Although cooking food will destroy many of the microorganisms present, careless food handling after cooking can reintroduce pathogens that will grow even
more quickly without competition for food and space from the microorganisms that cause spoilage. The amount of butchering done in packing plants has increased over the past several years. The chef can implement a recycling program that includes not only glass, plastic, or paper but also waste oil that could be converted into biofuel. If you can’t
remove a menu item, then invest in the tools you need to prevent a slowdown during service. Given the sheer volume of information being generated each day, you are probably right. There are a number of safe, practical ways to store knives, including in knife kits or rolls, slots, or racks, and on magnetized holders. Many supermarkets now offer this
service to their customers. High levels of sugar or acid can inhibit gelation, while the presence of salt can promote it. Master Recipe List viii Acknowledgments xvi Introduction xviii PART ONE The Culinary Professional Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROFESSION 3 Chapter 2 MENUS AND RECIPES 13 Chapter 3 THE BASICS OF NUTRITION
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MANAGING TIME It may seem that no matter how hard you work or how much planning you do, the days aren’t long enough. If you need help learning communication skills, consider taking a workshop or seminar to strengthen any weak areas. 1. When seeking employment in this realm, select a restaurant based on cuisine type, chef, and size. To
combat these time wasters, use the following strategies. Proper maintenance of extinguishers and timely inspections by your local fire department are vital. Use all safety features: Be sure that lids are secure, hand guards are used, and the machine is stable. A moderate pH—a value between 4.6 and 10 on a scale that ranges from 1 to 14—is best for
bacterial growth, and most foods fall within that range. PORTABLE REFRIGERATION A refrigerated cart can be placed as needed in the kitchen. Bakeries and cafés offer a smaller environment that may specialize in specific areas (breads, wedding cakes, etc.). Some convection ovens have the capacity to introduce moisture. Turn the knife guiding
hand to keep pressure even. FOOD PROCESSOR MANDOLINE 66 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN BLENDER grinding, slicing, mixing, and puréeing equipment IMMERSION BLENDER STANDING MIXER AND ATTACHMENTS chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 67 Grinding, Slicing, Mixing, and Puréeing
Equipment 68 NAME(S) CHARACTERISTICS COMMON USES blender Consists of a base that houses the motor and a removable lidded jar with a propeller-like blade in its bottom. Keep hair clean and neat, and contain it if necessary. Other metals, such as aluminum or copper, are often sandwiched with stainless steel to improve heat conduction.
Check the ambient temperature inside the delivery truck to see that it is correct. Cover your face with a tissue when coughing or sneezing and wash hands afterward. Sustainable farming does not harm the environment through the use of harmful pesticides or genetically modified organisms (GMOs), or through overfarming. Although carbon-steel
blades take a better edge than either regular or high-carbon stainless steel, they tend to lose their sharpness quickly. Handle knives with respect. For more information on any of the following subjects, refer to Readings and Resources (page 1185) for a list of food science references. They may be purchased according to one system and measured for
use in a recipe according to another. (Natural convection occurs in conventional ovens as air in contact with the heating element circulates, but the majority of heat transfer in a conventional oven is the result of infrared radiation.) Radiation is the transfer of energy through waves of electromagnetic energy that travel rapidly through space. There has
probably never been a time when the migration of foods from one part of the world to another has not been a factor in a developing cuisine. cool foods safely One of the leading causes of food-borne illness is improperly cooled food. Speed settings for motor are in base. 2. Maintain light pressure and use an arm action, not a wrist action, to draw the
knife down the shaft of the steel in a smooth continuous motion. Although consuming more than the recommended limit of fat is often associated with weight gain and obesity, excess total calories are the root of that problem. A special thank you to those who helped develop and review chapters dedicated to management, food safety, and nutrition:
Marjorie Livingston, RD, CHE Richard Vergili, CHE The images in this book were created in the Institute’s studios and kitchens. This step establishes procedures to ensure that the HACCP plan is working correctly. 6 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL You must keep a properly completed I-9 form on file for every employee, and you should be familiar
with the regulations that could affect you or those you employ. Because the microorganisms—particularly the bacteria—that cause food-borne illness are different from the ones that cause food to spoil, food may be adulterated and still have no “off” odor. Those who have made the greatest impression know that virtues such as open communication,
efficient organization, proper management, innovative marketing, and thorough accounting are necessary to prosper. Cast iron has the capacity to hold heat well and transmit it very evenly. A comprehensive fire safety plan should be in place and a standard part of all employee training. environment. Some heirloom seeds are from plants 50 to 100
years old (making them entirely free of GMOs), and have a unique genetic composition compared with their commercial counterparts. Knowing yourself and recognizing your strengths and weaknesses factor into this equation as well. The yolk contains protein, a significant amount of fat, and a natural emulsifier called lecithin. Liability insurance (to
cover any harm to your facility, employees, or guests) must be kept up to date and at adequate levels. Employees must have access to potable water and bathroom facilities. Depending upon the particular animal, the grader will consider overall carcass shape, ratio of fat to lean, ratio of meat to bone, color, and marbling of lean flesh. Regulations and
testing vary from area to area. The temperature at which this occurs, known as the smoke point, is different for each fat. Climate and soil composition, as well as farming techniques, also have a strong influence. MANAGING INFORMATION You may often feel that you can never keep current in all the important areas of your work. For their dedication
to excellence in several areas (reading and critiquing the text, testing and reviewing recipes, and being the hands you see in the photographs), the following individuals are also to be congratulated and thanked: Mark Ainsworth ’86, CHE, PC III, CEC Martin Frei, CHE Clemens Averbeck, CEC, CHE Michael A. In this case, the edible portion quantity
must be converted to the as-purchased quantity that when trimmed will give the desired edible portion quantity. The part opens with a chapter covering such xviii INTRODUCTION basic mise en place techniques as preparing and using seasoning and aromatic combinations (bouquet garni and sachet d’épices), mirepoix, and thickeners (roux and
starches). GLOBALIZATION OF FLAVORS Another ever-changing aspect of the food industry since the beginning of time is the global sharing and blending of cuisines. Convection occurs both naturally and through mechanical means. Standardized recipes can be recorded by hand, or electronically using a recipe management program or other
computerized database. Even if a written menu is not provided to the guest, some form of menu list in the professional kitchen is essential to the kitchen’s smooth operation. In this way, service should proceed without difficulty. Stainless-steel wire mesh baskets are used to lower and lift foods into and out of the fat. Before use, cheesecloth should be
rinsed thoroughly in hot water and then cold water to remove any loose ﬁbers. Determine the New Fabricated Weight (NFW). This position may be combined with the rôtisseur position. If you are not using a system capable of tracking all this information and more, you cannot be as effective as you need to be. Because it relies on direct contact,
conduction is a relatively slow method of heat transfer, but the slow, direct transfer of heat between adjacent molecules is what allows a food to be cooked from the outside in, resulting in a completely cooked exterior with a moist and juicy interior. COMBI OVEN This piece of equipment, powered by either gas or electricity, is a combination steamer
and convection oven. The first task is establishing clear criteria, otherwise known as a job description. Using solar or wind power, for example, decreases energy costs and the use of fossil fuels. Use adequate, easy-to-access storage space for common items such as whips, spoons, ladles, and tongs. FOOD WRITERS and CRITICS discuss food trends,
restaurants, and chefs. Do not oversharpen the edge on coarse stones. They also allow the wait staff to become familiar with a dish so they can answer guests’ questions accurately and honestly. Although shortcuts and carelessness do not always result in foodborne illness, inattention to detail increases the risk of creating an outbreak that may cause
serious illness or even death. Because some breakdown occurs at moderate temperatures and food particles tend to get left in the fat, repeated use of fat also lowers the smoke point. Although it is impossible to know what a customer has consumed before entering your establishment, by predicting the combinations of courses that your customers are
likely to order, you can design your menus to ensure they receive delicious, nutritious, well-balanced meals. Prefixes added to the basic units indicate larger or smaller units. Take steps to create an orderly work environment. You may need to round the result or convert it to the most logical unit of measure. All the veins and arteries must be removed
from the meat. Additionally, the four-hour period is cumulative, meaning that the meter continues running every time the food enters the danger zone. Glazed and unglazed earthenware, glass, and ceramics are also used. Make strokes of equal number and equal pressure on each side of the blade. Become a good administrator. It is this reaction that
gives INDUCTION COOKING Induction cooking is a relatively new cooking method that transfers heat through a specially designed cooktop made of a smooth ceramic material over an induction coil. These pathogens multiply in the body and generally attack the gastrointestinal lining. E. Over time, the new ingredient becomes so firmly entrenched,
we may even forget that the dish would not be recognized as authentic. Depending on their composition, foods react differently to microwaves. Always use a dry cloth to wipe the pin clean immediately after use. Energy, counted in calories, comes from carbohydrates, protein, fat, and alcohol. The six basic principles of food science are as follows:
Caramelization Maillard reaction Gelatinization Denaturation Coagulation Emulsiﬁcation chapter 3 » THE BASICS OF NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 27 more rapidly, increasing the temperature. Frayed or exposed wires and faulty plugs can all too easily be the cause of a fire. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
your situation. Do they know when to begin a particular task in order to bring it to completion on time? The animal must be killed with a single stroke of a knife, then fully bled. Cross contamination occurs when disease-causing elements or harmful substances are transferred from one contaminated surface to another. TILTING KETTLE This large,
relatively shallow freestanding unit (also known as a Swiss brasier, tilting skillet, or tilting fry pan) is used for braising, stewing, and sautéing large quantities of meats or vegetables at one time. In order to get the most value out of the meats purchased, it is important to understand how to select the right cut for a particular cooking method. Cleaning
supplies should be stored in a separate place. Take the necessary steps to prohibit the potential harboring of various pathogens caused by pests. Special shapes may be available Cooking pâté en croûte terrine mold May be rectangular or oval, with a lid. Rolling pins should never be washed with water. Nor do they emerge full blown one day out of the
blue. REACH-IN A reach-in may be a single unit or part of a bank of units, available in many sizes. Speciﬁc techniques and acquired knowledge are continually tested and improved upon. The second step would be to compute how many 4-ounce servings there are in 17.6 pounds. To make an emulsion stable enough to keep the oil in suspension,
additional ingredients, known as emulsifiers, are necessary to attract and hold together both the oil and liquid. To make use of the information available, you must be able to analyze and evaluate carefully to sift out the important material from useless data. Steels come with coarse, medium, and ﬁne grains, and some are magnetic, which helps the
blade maintain proper alignment and also collects metal shavings. Foods containing complex carbohydrates are also usually good sources of other important components of a healthy diet, including vitamins and minerals. CONSULTANTS and DESIGN SPECIALISTS will work with restaurant owners, often before the restaurant is even open, to assist in
developing a menu, designing the overall layout and ambience of the dining room, and establishing work patterns for the kitchen. FORMING EMULSIONS An emulsion occurs when two substances that do not normally mix are forced into a mixture in which one of the substances is evenly dispersed in the form of small droplets throughout the other.
Sweetbreads are in high demand and warrant a high cost. This will prevent cross contamination. In addition to being a vital nutrient, fat performs a number of culinary functions. They provide a particular service, often tailored to meet the wishes of a special client for a particular event, such as a wedding, a cocktail reception, or a gallery opening.
Among the different conventions for the classification of bacteria, the most relevant to chefs are their requirement for oxygen (aerobic/anaerobic/facultative), their effects on people (pathogenic/undesirable/beneficial/benign), and their spore-forming abilities. Executives don’t operate in a vacuum, however. ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR
MONITORING CCPs. Critical limits for each CCP have to be established to identify what is to be monitored. This is done to determine the amount of usable meat and trim from a particular fabrication and to calculate the value of all edible cuts, including not only the portion of meat served to the guest but also the value of bones used for stock and of
trim used for ground meat, pâtés, soups, or other dishes. Knives can be damaged if they are handled carelessly. On the other hand, stainless steel is a poor conductor of heat but works best for baking in a lighter gauge. Insecticides and cleaning compounds are examples of chemical contaminants that may accidentally find their way into foods. In
order to better protect food during storage, preparation, and service, it is important to understand the classifications and patterns of bacterial growth. Many organizations, from the largest chains to the smallest one-person catering company, rely upon software systems that allow them to efficiently administer a number of areas: inventory, purchases,
losses, sales, profits, food costs, customer complaints, reservations, payroll, schedules, and budgets. Iodine, chlorine, or quaternary ammonium compounds are all common sanitizing agents. Ovens cook foods by surrounding them with hot air, a gentler and more even source of heat than the direct heat of a burner. This reaction involves sugars and
amino acids (the building blocks of protein). Fat trim weight + Bones trim weight + Usable trim weight Total trim weight 20 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL x Market price per lb x Market price per lb x Market price per lb = Trim value (fat) = Trim value (bones) = Trim value (trim) Total trim value EXAMPLE: 3 lb Fat x $0.10/lb x $0.30/lb + 4 lb
Bones + 5 lb Usable trim x $1.30/lb 12 lb Total trim weight = = = = $0.30 $1.20 $6.50 $8.00 Total trim value 4. It is difficult to get a good edge on a stainless-steel blade, although once an edge is established, it tends to last longer than the edge on a carbon-steel blade. chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 51 hand tools The object of using a
specialized tool is to make the task at hand easier and more efﬁcient. EGG STRUCTURE AND USES proper structure in many items such as angel food cakes, soufflés, and meringues. » Are you seeking a management training program, or a direct hire position? drugs and alcohol in the workplace One final topic that is of great importance in the
workplace is the right of all workers to be free from the hazards posed by a coworker who comes to work under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Knives used for heavy work, such as chef’s knives or cleavers, should have a full tang; that is, the tang is almost as long as the entire handle. SPRINGFORM PAN STACKED FROM BOTTOM TO TOP:
MUFFIN TIN, LOOSE-BOTTOMED TART PAN, CAKE PANS BUNDT PAN 60 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN LOAF PAN pots and pans for oven cooking ROASTING PAN PÂTÉ EN CROÛTE MOLD PULLMAN LOAF PAN GRATIN DISHES, RAMEKINS (NESTED IN THE GRATIN DISH) FLEXIBLE SILICONE MOLD
chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 61 Oven Pans and Molds 62 NAME(S) CHARACTERISTICS COMMON USES roasting pan Rectangular pan with medium-high sides; comes in various sizes Roasting or baking sheet pan Very shallow rectangular pan; may be full or half size Baking; storage hotel pan/ steam table pan/ chaﬁng dish
Rectangular pans, available in a wide range of sizes. No matter how large or small your staff may be, the ability to engage all your workers in a team effort is one of the major factors in determining whether you will succeed or not. Cutting directly on metal, glass, or marble surfaces will dull and eventually damage the blade of a knife. Set the
measuring device on the scale and reset the scale to zero (known as tare). This function, plus its ability to form emulsions, makes egg yolks crucial to the preparation of such items as mayonnaise, hollandaise sauce, and génoise (sponge cake). For some ingredients, a straightforward increase or decrease is all that is needed. Some of the most common
food allergies are to the following: » Peanuts » Tree nuts » Milk » Eggs » Wheat » Soy » Fish » Shellﬁsh chapter 4 » FOOD AND KITCHEN SAFETY 37 completely, because using paper or cloth toweling could result in cross contamination. MULTISIDED OIL STONE (TRI-STONE) DIAMOND-IMPREGNATED STONE CERAMIC STONE FLAT STEEL 50
HARD STEEL DIAMONDIMPREGNATED STEEL TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN CERAMIC STEELS (BLUE AND WHITE) » Allow yourself plenty of room as you work, and stand with your weight evenly distributed. Other materials may chip or even crack if allowed to sit over heat when they are empty or if they are
handled roughly. Baking recipe yields are based on specific weight ratios, however, and must be followed exactly. First turn off and then unplug electrical equipment before assembling it or breaking it down. These elements are undoubtedly critical to establishing a culinary identity. Though the Maillard reaction can happen at room temperature, both
caramelization and the Maillard reaction typically require relatively high heat (above 300°F/149°C) to occur rapidly enough to make an appreciable difference in foods. Country club positions may be seasonal, depending on location. Meeting the dietary needs of today’s lifestyles involves an understanding that people eat or don’t eat certain foods for
different reasons. Overﬁll the measure, then scrape away the excess as you level off the measure. Heat is then transferred to the food in the pan through conduction. Solid fats soften and eventually melt into a liquid state when exposed to heat. The degree of simplicity or elegance demanded in a particular corporation determines what type of food is
offered, how it is prepared, and what style of service is appropriate. If you can’t purchase new equipment, then think about restructuring the menu to even out the workload. Egg whites are a key ingredient in clarifying stocks and broths to produce consommé. They should be recorded in a consistent, clear, easy-to-follow form and should be readily
accessible to all staff members. There are pathogens that can live at all temperature ranges. There are standards of behavior that should be remembered when using knives. The process involves advancing from kitchen to kitchen by learning at the side of chefs who are involved in the day-to-day business of running a professional kitchen. THE
KITCHEN BRIGADE SYSTEM The brigade system was instituted by Escoffier to streamline and simplify work in hotel kitchens. Heywood ’67, CHE Kate Cavotti, CMB, CHE George B. Water-soluble vitamins dissolve in water and are easily transported throughout the body in the bloodstream. The boucher may also be responsible for breading meat and
ﬁsh items. Thorough training is essential. A stone with a fine grit should be used for boning knives and other tools on which an especially sharp edge is required. Purchase, replace, and maintain all necessary tools. While it is true that excess fat in the diet is unhealthy because it raises the risk of coronary heart disease, obesity, and certain cancers, fat
is still an essential nutrient that provides energy and fulfills bodily functions. DEEP-FAT FRYER This consists of a gas or electric heating element and a large stainless-steel reservoir that holds the fat. Food-borne illnesses caused by biological contaminants fall into two subcategories: intoxication and infection. The costs involved in grading meats are
absorbed by the individual meat packer, not the taxpayer, since this process is voluntary. Hard leather shoes with slip-resistant soles are recommended because of the protection they offer and the support they give feet. » Use salt with care and purpose. Pants should be worn without cuffs, which can trap hot liquids and debris. It served to eliminate
the chaos and duplication of effort that could result when workers did not have clear-cut responsibilities. This is considered a separate category of kitchen work. Therefore, we will look at basic rules for safe handling of eggs and foods containing eggs. Regardless of how many calories are consumed daily, it is recommended that cholesterol intake not
exceed 300 milligrams. Cooling and reheating must be done quickly. Cholesterol is a fat-related compound; the two types are dietary and serum. Documentation typically consists of time/ temperature logs, checklists, and sanitation forms. Some states have relinquished the responsibility for inspecting meats to federal inspectors. The tail has some
meat and a lot of collagen and is typically used for rich braises. 64 CONVECTION STEAMER Steam is generated in a boiler, then piped to the cooking chamber, where it is vented over the food. A clear example of this can be seen with the adoption of many ingredients that were native to the Americas, such as the tomato. However, there are a number
of variations on this standard arrangement. The WINE STEWARD (chef de vin or sommelier) is responsible for all aspects of restaurant wine service, including purchasing wines, preparing a wine list, assisting guests in wine selection, and serving wine properly. CUTTING EDGE SPINE rivets HEEL Metal rivets are usually used to secure the tang to
the handle. For example, with its proscription against eating meat for certain castes, Hinduism has contributed to a cuisine with a strong tradition of meatless dishes. A vinaigrette is an example of an oil-in-vinegar emulsion, meaning that the oil (the dispersed phase) has been broken up into very small droplets suspended throughout the vinegar (the
continuous phase). The heat of the oven is less intense than that of a burner, making it possible to use these more delicate materials without risk of cracking or shattering. As an introduction to the topic of food science, this section provides an overview of the most basic of these principles. Rank the answers to these questions in order of importance to
you and keep them in mind as you set goals for your career. A true food allergy is nothing to fool around with. The meat should have a good color, which varies by type as well as by cut. As an executive, you must shoulder a large portion of responsibility for the success or failure of your establishment. Both forms of vitamins, as well as minerals, are
found in many different food sources. In most cases, they can be reduced or increased in order to prepare the correct number of servings. In Part Five, chapters concentrate on preparation techniques for vegetables, grains and legumes, pasta and dumplings, and potatoes. You may need to convert from volume measures to weight, or from metric
measurements to the U.S. system. It is important to be educated not only to answer questions that may arise from customers and diners, but also to be able to make educated choices for ourselves. The higher the amount of protein in a food, the greater its potential as a carrier of a foodborne illness. ISBN: 978-0-470-42 135-2 (cloth) Printed in China
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WHITE VEAL STOCK 263 WHITE BEEF STOCK 263 Brown Veal Stock 263 BROWN GAME STOCK (JUS DE GIBIER) 264 Hollandaise Sauce 298 MOUSSELINE SAUCE 298 MALTAISE SAUCE 298 Beurre Blanc 299 Red Pepper Coulis 299 Pesto 299 Maître d’Hôtel Butter 300 ESTOUFFADE 264 TARRAGON BUTTER 300 BROWN
LAMB STOCK 264 PIMIENTO BUTTER 300 BROWN PORK STOCK 264 GREEN ONION BUTTER 300 BROWN CHICKEN STOCK 264 DILL BUTTER 300 BROWN DUCK STOCK 264 SUN-DRIED TOMATO AND OREGANO BUTTER 300 Fish Fumet 264 SHELLFISH STOCK 264 Vegetable Stock 265 ROASTED VEGETABLE STOCK 265
Court Bouillon 265 Poultry and Meat Stock (Brodo) 266 Ichi Ban Dashi 266 BASIL BUTTER 300 chapter 14 soups Beef Consommé 333 CHICKEN CONSOMMÉ ROYALE. 333 Royale Custard 333 Chicken Broth 334 AMISH CORN AND CHICKEN SOUP 334 chapter 13 sauces BEEF BROTH: 334 Jus de Veau Lié 293 HAM OR SMOKED
PORK BROTH 334 JUS DE VOLAILLE LIÉ 293 LAMB BROTH 334 JUS DE CANARD LIÉ 293 TURKEY OR GAME BROTH 334 JUS D’AGNEAU LIÉ: 293 FISH BROTH 334 JUS DE GIBIER LIÉ 293 Demi-Glace 293 Espagnole Sauce 294
Chicken Velouté 294 SUPRÊME SAUCE 294 FISH VELOUTÉ 294 SHRIMP VELOUTÉ 294
VEGETABLE VELOUTÉ 294 Béchamel Sauce 295 CHEDDAR CHEESE SAUCE 295 MORNAY SAUCE 295 CREAM SAUCE 295 Tomato Sauce 295 Bolognese Meat Sauce (Ragù Bolognese) 296 Tomato Coulis 296 Béarnaise Sauce 297 MINT SAUCE (PALOISE SAUCE) 297 CHORON SAUCE 297 viii VEAL BROTH 334 MASTER RECIPE
LIST SHELLFISH BROTH 334 Onion Soup 335 WHITE ONION SOUP 335 ONION SOUP GRATINÉE 335 Tortilla Soup 335 Chicken Rice Soup (Canja) 336 Cream of Tomato Soup 339 CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP WITH RICE 339 Corn Chowder 341 Paciﬁc Seafood Chowder 342 Manhattan-Style Clam Chowder 344 Purée of Lentil Soup
344 Purée of Split Pea Soup 345 PURÉE OF YELLOW SPLIT PEA SOUP 345 Caribbean-Style Pureé of Black Bean Soup 345 Senate Bean Soup 346 Potage Garbure 346 Vichyssoise 347 Shrimp Bisque 347 Lobster Bisque (Bisque de Homard) 348 Chicken and Shrimp Gumbo 348 Gazpacho Andaluz (Andalucian Gazpacho) 349
Ham Bone
and Collard Greens Soup 350 Chinese Hot and Sour Soup (Suan La Tang) 350 Spicy Beef Soup (Yukkaejang) 351 Miso Soup 353 Thai Chicken Soup with Coconut Milk and Galangal 353 Thai Hot and Sour Soup (Tom Yum Kung) 354 Wonton Soup 354 Tuscan White Bean and Escarole Soup 355 Vegetable Soup, Emilia Romagna Style
(Minestrone alla Emiliana) 357 Minestrone 357 Cream of Broccoli Soup 339 CREAM OF ASPARAGUS (CRÈME ARGENTEUIL) 339 CREAM OF CELERY (CRÈME DE CÉLERI) 339 Wisconsin Cheddar Cheese and Beer Soup 340 New England–Style Clam Chowder 340 Conch Chowder 341 chapter 15 mise en place for meats, poultry, ﬁsh, and
shellﬁsh Garam Masala 368 Chinese Five-Spice Powder 368 Barbecue Spice Mix 368 Chili Powder 368 Curry Powder 369 Quatre Épices 369 Fines Herbes 369 Red Curry Paste 370 Green Curry Paste 370 Yellow Curry Paste 371 Seasoning Mix for Spit-Roasted Meats and Poultry 371 Asian-Style Marinade 372 Barbecue Marinade 372
Fish Marinade 372 Red Wine Game Marinade 372 Lamb Marinade 373 Latin Citrus Marinade (Mojo) 373 Red Wine Marinade for Grilled Meats 374 Teriyaki Marinade 374 chapter 17 grilling, broiling, and roasting Grilled or Broiled Sirloin Steak with Mushroom Sauce 440 GRILLED OR BROILED SIRLOIN STEAK WITH MAÎTRE D’HÔTEL
BUTTER 440 MUSHROOM SAUCE 440 Grilled or Broiled Sirloin with Marchand de Vin Sauce 441 MARCHAND DE VIN SAUCE 441 Seitan Satay 442 Beef Teriyaki 445 Barbecued Steak with Herb Crust 445 Skewered Beef and Scallions 446 Grilled Rib Eye Steak 446 Pork and Veal Skewers (Raznjici) 447 BROILED LAMB KEBABS WITH
PIMIENTO BUTTER 447 DILL SAUCE 447 Grilled Smoked Iowa Pork Chops 448 APPLE CIDER SAUCE 448 CARAMELIZED APPLES 448 Grilled or Broiled Pork Chops with Sherry Vinegar Sauce 450 SHERRY VINEGAR SAUCE 450 Grilled Lamb Chops with Rosemary, Artichokes, and Cipollini Onions 451 Indian Grilled Lamb with Fresh
Mango Chutney 453 FRESH MANGO CHUTNEY 453 Pakistani-Style Lamb Patties 454 Grilled or Broiled Chicken Breasts with Sun-Dried Tomato and Oregano Butter 454 Grilled or Broiled Chicken Breasts with Fennel 455 Grilled Paillards of Chicken with Tarragon Butter 455 Brazilian Mixed Grill 457 HOT PEPPER SAUCE (MOLHO
APIMENTADO) 457 Barbecued Chicken Breast with Black Bean Sauce 458 BLACK BEAN SAUCE 458 Jerked Game Hens 459 Fillet of Mahi Mahi with Pineapple-Jícama Salsa 459 PINEAPPLE-JÍCAMA SALSA 459 Broiled Stuffed Lobster 461 Broiled Blueﬁsh à l’Anglaise with Maître d’Hôtel Butter 461 Fish Kebabs 462 Roasted Shoulder of
Lamb and Couscous (Mechoui) 478 Roast Leg of Lamb with Haricots Blancs (Gigot à la Bretonne) 480 Roast Leg of Lamb with Mint Sauce 481 SALT HERBS 481 Roast Chicken with Pan Gravy 482 Chicken Legs with Duxelles Stufﬁng 482 Pan-Smoked Chicken 483 Breast of Rock Cornish Game Hen with Mushroom Forcemeat 483
MUSHROOM FORCEMEAT 484 Roast Duckling with Sauce Bigarade 484-5 Roast Turkey with Pan Gravy and Chestnut Stufﬁng 485 CHESTNUT STUFFING 486 Salmon Fillet with Smoked Salmon and Horseradish Crust 486 MINT AND YOGURT CHUTNEY 462 Beef Wellington 463 MADEIRA SAUCE 463 MARSALA SAUCE 463 Standing
Rib Roast au Jus 464 Veal Shoulder Poêlé 464 Pork Roast with Jus Lié 465 Baked Stuffed Pork Chops 465 Cantonese Roast Pork (Char Siu) 466 Guava-Glazed Pork Ribs 467 GUAVA BARBECUE SAUCE 467 Carolina Barbecue 469 NORTH CAROLINA PIEDMONT SAUCE 469 NORTH CAROLINA WESTERN BARBECUE SAUCE 469
MUSTARD BARBECUE SAUCE (NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN LOW COUNTRY SAUCE) 469 Pork Butt with Coleslaw 470 Smoked Brisket with Sweet Pickles 472 CHEF CLARK’S SOUTHWEST-STYLE SAUCE 472-3 St. Louis–Style Ribs 475 BARBECUE SAUCE 475 Lacquer-Roasted Pork Ribs (Kao Paigu) 476 Roast Leg of Lamb
Boulangère 476 Roast Rack of Lamb Persillé 477 chapter 18 sautéing, pan frying, and deep frying Sautéed Chicken with Fines Herbes Sauce 500 FINES HERBES SAUCE 500 Chicken Provençal 501 BEEF TOURNEDOS PROVENÇAL 501 Émincé of Swiss-Style Veal 503 Veal Scaloppine Marsala 503 PORK SCALOPPINE WITH TOMATO
SAUCE 503 MARSALA SAUCE 504 Noisettes of Pork with Green Peppercorns and Pineapple 504 Sautéed Medallions of Pork with Winter Fruit Sauce 505 WINTER FRUIT SAUCE 505 Pork Medallions with Warm Cabbage Salad 506 NOISETTES OF PORK WITH RED ONION CONFIT 506 WARM CABBAGE SALAD 506 Pork Cutlet with Sauce
Robert 508 SAUCE ROBERT 508 SAUCE CHARCUTIÈRE 508 Red Snapper with Grapefruit Salsa 509 Trout Amandine 509 PERSILLADE 477 MASTER RECIPE LIST ix Ancho-Crusted Salmon with Yellow Pepper Sauce 511 YELLOW PEPPER SAUCE 511 Vatapa 512 Sautéed Trout à la Meunière 513 Shrimp Ticin-Xic 513 Bibimbap 514
Stir-Fried Squid with Thai Basil 515 Breast of Chicken with Duxelles Stufﬁng and Suprême Sauce 515 Buttermilk Fried Chicken 516 COUNTRY GRAVY 516 Pan-Fried Veal Cutlets 518 WIENER SCHNITZEL 518 PAN-FRIED BREADED PORK CUTLET 518 Veal Cordon Bleu 518 Veal Piccata with Milanese Sauce (Piccata di Vitello alla
Milanese) 519 Milanese Sauce 519 Fisherman’s Platter 520 RÉMOULADE SAUCE 520 Old-Fashioned Salt Cod Cakes 521 Pan-Fried Brook Trout with Bacon 522 Flounder à l’Orly 522 Beer Batter 522 Shrimp Tempura 523 TEMPURA DIPPING SAUCE 523 Crispy Tangerine-Flavored Chicken 524 SWEET GARLIC SAUCE 524
Grandmother’s Bean Curd (Ma Po Dofu) 527 Hanoi Fried Fish with Dill (Cha Ca Thang Long) 527 Fried Fish Cakes 528 Chiles Rellenos con Picadillo Oaxaqueño 528-9 Tinga Poblano 530 chapter 19 steaming and submersion cooking Bass and Scallops en Papillote 553 Poached Sea Bass with Clams, Bacon, and Peppers 553 Poached Trout with
Saffron Mousse 555 x MASTER RECIPE LIST POACHED SOLE WITH SAFFRON MOUSSE 555 TROUT AND SAFFRON MOUSSELINE 555 SOLE MOUSSELINE 555 SALMON MOUSSELINE 555 Poached Trout Paupiettes with Vin Blanc Sauce 556 Poached Sole Paupiettes Véronique 557 ROYAL GLAÇAGE 557 Poached Sole with Vegetable
Julienne and Vin Blanc Sauce 558 Fillet of Snapper en Papillote 558-9 New England Shore Dinner 561 Boston Scrod with Cream, Capers, and Tomatoes 561 Pescado Veracruzana 562 Cioppino 562-3 GARLIC-FLAVORED CROUTONS 563 Poached Chicken Breast with Tarragon Sauce 564 Farmhouse Chicken with Angel Biscuits 564 Poule au
Pot (Chicken with Vegetables) 565 Udon Noodle Pot 566 Corned Beef with Winter Vegetables 566 Beef Noodle Soup (Pho Bo) 569 Boiled Beef with Spätzle and Potatoes (Gaisburger Marsch) 570 Seafood Poached in a Saffron Broth with Fennel 570 chapter 20 braising and stewing Choucroute 593 HOMEMADE SAUERKRAUT 593
Cassoulet 594 Duck Conﬁt 595 New Mexican Green Chile Stew 595 Pork Vindaloo 596 Pork in a Green Curry Sauce 596 Székely Goulash (Székely Gulyás) 597 Veal Blanquette 597 Braised Veal Breast with Mushroom Sausage 598 MUSHROOM SAUSAGE 598 Pork Goulash 599 BEEF GOULASH 599 Osso Buco Milanese 601
GREMOLATA 601 Polish Stuffed Cabbage 602 Braised Lamb Shanks 604 Portuguese Stuffed Leg of Lamb 605 HERBED FORCEMEAT STUFFING 605 Lamb Navarin 606 Lamb Khorma 607 Curried Goat with Green Papaya Salad 608 Irish Stew 608 Couscous with Lamb and Chicken Stew 609 Chicken Tagine 611 PRESERVED
LEMONS 611 Chicken Fricassee 612 VEAL FRICASSEE 612 Chicken and Prawn Ragout (Mar i Muntanya) 612-3 Braised Oxtails 581 DEEP-FRIED ONIONS 581 Korean Braised Short Ribs (Kalbi Jjim) 582 Braised Short Ribs 584 Beef Rouladen in Burgundy Sauce 584-5 ROULADEN STUFFING 585 Yankee Pot Roast 586 Sauerbraten 587
Mole Negro 588-9 Beef Stew 589 Braised Pork Rolls and Sausage in Meat Sauce with Rigatoni (Braciole di Maiale al Ragù e Rigatoni) 590 chapter 22 cooking vegetables Boiled Carrots 681 Boiled Edamame 681 Steamed Broccoli 681 BROCCOLI AND TOASTED GARLIC 681 Glazed Beets 683 Creamed Corn 683 Pan-Steamed Carrots 684
PAN-STEAMED HARICOTS VERTS 684 PECAN CARROTS 684 Gingered Snow Peas and Yellow Squash 684 Green Beans with Walnuts 685 Glazed Carrots 685 Grilled Vegetables Provençal-Style 686 MARINATED GRILLED VEGETABLES 686 Grilled Shiitake Mushrooms with Soy-Sesame Glaze 686 Zucchini Pancakes with Tzatziki 688
Asparagus with Lemony Hollandaise 688-9 Baked Acorn Squash with Cranberry-Orange Compote 689 CRANBERRY-ORANGE COMPOTE 689 Spaghetti Squash 691 Butternut Squash Purée 691 Curried Roasted Cauliﬂower 692 Oven-Roasted Tomatoes 692 Marinated Roasted Peppers 695 Roasted Carrots 695 Shrimp-Stuffed Mirlitons 696
Eggplant Parmesan 696 Poblanos Rellenos 699 SUMMER SQUASH SALSA 699 Mushroom Quesadillas with Two Salsas 700 Seasonal Vegetable Tarts 701 Sautéed Arugula 702 Stir-Fried Shanghai Bok Choy (Qinchao Shanghai Baicai) 702 Summer Squash Noodles 704 Belgian Endive à la Meunière 704 Broccoli Rabe with Garlic and Hot
Crushed Pepper (Cime di Broccoli con Aglio e Pepperoncino) 705 Jardinière Vegetables 705 Vegetable Julienne 706 Macédoine of Vegetables 706 Spinach Pancakes 707 Pan-Fried Zucchini 707 Corn Fritters 707 Vegetable Tempura 708 Fried Plantain Chips 708 TOSTONES 708 Ratatouille 708 Braised Greens 710 Braised Fennel in
Butter 710 Braised Red Cabbage 711 Braised Romaine 711 Braised Sauerkraut 712 French-Style Peas 712 chapter 23 cooking potatoes Whipped Potatoes 735 Duchesse Potatoes 735 Boiled Parsley Potatoes 737 Baked Potatoes with DeepFried Onions 737 Roasted Tuscan-Style Potatoes 738 Glazed Sweet Potatoes 738 Mashed Sweet
Potatoes with Ginger 738 Potatoes au Gratin (Gratin Dauphinoise) 739 Lyonnaise Potatoes 739 Château Potatoes 740 Delmonico Potatoes 740 Hash Brown Potatoes 740 Potato Pancakes 743 Potato Latkes 743 Potatoes Anna 744 Macaire Potatoes 744 Rösti Potatoes 744 French-Fried Potatoes 747 Sweet Potato Chips 747 Berny
Potatoes 747 Soufﬂéed Potatoes 748 Croquette Potatoes 748 Lorette Potatoes 748 German Potato Salad 749 Curried Sweet Potato Salad 749 Tortilla de Papas 750 chapter 24 cooking grains and legumes Black Bean Mash 768 Black Beans with Peppers and Chorizo 768 Vegetarian Black Bean Crêpes 771 Frijoles Refritos 771 Corona
Beans (Fagioli all’Uccelletto) 772 Creamed Pinto Beans (Frijoles Maneados) 772 Frijoles a la Charra 773 Frijoles Puercos Estilo Sinaloa 773 Middle Eastern Chickpeas 774 Roman-Style Lima Beans 774 Southwest White Bean Stew 775 Stewed Black Beans 775 Falafel 776 Rice and Beans 776 Red Beans and Boiled Rice 777 Boiled White
Beans 777 Vegetarian Chili 778 Rice Pilaf 780 SHORT-GRAIN WHITE RICE PILAF (VALENCIA) 780 CONVERTED WHITE RICE PILAF 780 WILD RICE PILAF 780 WHEAT BERRY PILAF 780 PEARL BARLEY PILAF 780 Brown Rice Pilaf with Pecans and Green Onions 780-81 SHORT-GRAIN BROWN RICE PILAF 781 Annatto Rice 781
Arroz Blanco 781 Arroz Mexicano 782 Arroz Brasileiro 782 Coconut Rice 782 Risotto 783 PARMESAN RISOTTO 783 WILD MUSHROOM RISOTTO 783 GREEN PEA RISOTTO (RISI E BISI) 783 RISOTTO WITH ASPARAGUS TIPS 783 Risotto alla Milanese 783 Vegetarian Risotto 784 Risotto with Mussels 784 Basic Boiled Rice 785
Steamed Long-Grain Rice (Lo Han) 785 Sushi Rice 785 Fried Rice with Chinese Sausage 787 Thai Sticky Rice with Mangos (Mamuang Kao Nieo) 787 Paella Valenciana 788 Saffron Rice 788 Grilled Vegetable Jambalaya 791 BBQ SPICE RUB 791 Rice Croquettes 792 Basic Polenta 792 POLENTA WITH PARMESAN 792 Grits with Corn
and Hominy 795 MASTER RECIPE LIST xi Congee 795 Millet and Cauliﬂower Purée 796 Mixed Grain Pilaf 796 Green Onion–Bulgur Pilaf 796-7 Kasha with Spicy Maple Pecans 799 Wheat Berry Salad with Oranges, Cherries, and Pecans 799 Barley Salad with Cucumber and Mint 800 Sweet and Spicy Bulgur Salad 800 Cracked Wheat and
Tomato Salad 803 Amaranth Pancakes 803 Saigon Crêpes 804 Fontina Risotto Fritters 804 Corn and Asiago Cheese Risotto Cakes 805 Wild Rice Cakes 806 Gnocchi di Semolina Gratinati 831 Gnocchi di Ricotta 831 Gnocchi Piedmontese 832 Spätzle 834 Bread Dumplings 835 Biscuit Dumplings 835 Hush Puppies 837 Dim Sum 837
POTSTICKERS 837 Steamed Dumplings (Shao-Mai) 838 Pan-Fried Dumplings (Guo Tie) 841 GINGER-SOY DIPPING SAUCE 841 Potato and Cheddar–Filled Pierogi with Caramelized Onions, Beurre Noisette, and Sage 842 Fresh Egg Pasta 819 WHOLE WHEAT PASTA 819 Hard-Cooked Eggs 866 CODDLED EGGS 866 SOFT-COOKED
EGGS 866 MEDIUM-COOKED EGGS 866 Deviled Eggs 866 DEVILED EGGS WITH TOMATO 866 SPINACH PASTA 819 DEVILED EGGS WITH GREENS 866 CITRUS PASTA 819 CURRIED PASTA 819 DEVILED EGGS WITH CHEESE 866 Pickled Eggs 868 RED PICKLED EGGS 868 HERBED PASTA 819 BLACK PEPPER PASTA 819 RED
PEPPER PASTA 819 TOMATO PASTA 819 PUMPKIN, CARROT, OR BEET PASTA 819 Basic Boiled Pasta 819 Orecchiette with Italian Sausage, Broccoli Rabe, and Parmesan 821 Pasta alla Carbonara 821 Stir-Fried Glass Noodles (Jap Chae) 822 Pad Thai 822 Tempeh Cashew Noodles 825 Lasagna di Carnevale Napolitana 825 Couscous
826 Classic Bolognese Lasagna with Ragu and Béchamel (Lasagna al Forno) 826 Asparagus and White Bean Lasagna 829 Ravioli Bercy 830 xii MASTER RECIPE LIST SCRAMBLED EGGS, HUNTERSTYLE 872 SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH BRATWURST 872 SCRAMBLED EGGS GRATINÉ 872 SCRAMBLED EGGS, GREEKSTYLE 872 Plain Rolled
Omelet 872 PLAIN ROLLED EGG WHITE OMELET 873 CHEESE OMELET 873 CHEESE AND VEGETABLE OMELET 873 MEAT AND CHEESE OMELET 873 HERB OMELET 873 OMELET FLORENTINE 873 BUCKWHEAT PASTA 819 SAFFRON PASTA 819 SCRAMBLED EGGS, SWEDISHSTYLE 872 TOMATO OMELET 873 chapter 26
cooking eggs chapter 25 cooking pasta and dumplings SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH CHEESE 872 Poached Eggs 868 Poached Eggs Mornay 869 OMELET MARCEL 873 OMELET OPERA 873 SEAFOOD OMELET 873 SHELLFISH OMELET 873 WESTERN OMELET 873 SPANISH OMELET 873 JELLY OMELET 873 Farmer-Style Omelet 873
Soufﬂéed Cheddar Omelet 874 Spinach Soufﬂé 874 SAVORY CHEESE SOUFFLÉ 874 Artichoke Soufﬂé 875 Warm Goat Cheese Custard 875 Quiche Lorraine 876 POACHED EGGS, FARMERSTYLE 869 SPINACH QUICHE 876 POACHED EGGS WITH MUSHROOMS 869 CARAMELIZED ONION QUICHE 876 POACHED EGGS MASSENA
869 Poached Eggs with Corned Beef Hash 869 Eggs Benedict 871 TOMATO AND LEEK QUICHE 876 SMOKED SALMON AND DILL QUICHE 876 BROCCOLI AND CHEDDAR QUICHE 876 French Toast 878 EGGS FLORENTINE 871 POACHED EGGS, AMERICANSTYLE 871 POACHED EGGS WITH CHICKEN LIVER CHASSEUR 871
POACHED EGGS WITH SMOKED SALMON 871 Fried Eggs 871 EGGS OVER EASY, MEDIUM, OR HARD 871 Scrambled Eggs 872 SCRAMBLED EGG WHITES 872 chapter 27 salad dressings and salads Red Wine Vinaigrette 896 WHITE WINE VINAIGRETTE 896 MUSTARD-HERB VINAIGRETTE 896 ROASTED GARLIC AND MUSTARD
VINAIGRETTE 896 LEMON-GARLIC VINAIGRETTE 896 LEMON-PARSLEY VINAIGRETTE 896 Chipotle-Sherry Vinaigrette 896 Almond-Fig Vinaigrette 897 Apple Cider Vinaigrette 897 Balsamic Vinaigrette 897 Curry Vinaigrette 898 Honey–Poppy Seed–Citrus Dressing 898 Fire-Roasted Tomato Vinaigrette 899 Guava-Curry Vinaigrette
899 Trufﬂe Vinaigrette 900 HERB AND TRUFFLE VINAIGRETTE 900 Peanut Oil and Malt Vinegar Salad Dressing 900 Pesto Vinaigrette 901 Vinaigrette Gourmande 901 WALNUT OIL AND RED WINE VINAIGRETTE 901 Green Goddess Dressing 901 Catalina French Dressing 902 Peanut Dressing 902 Caesar-Style Dressing 902
Cucumber Dressing 903 Mayonnaise 903 ANCHOVY-CAPER MAYONNAISE 903 TARTAR SAUCE 903 GREEN MAYONNAISE 903 Aïoli 904 Blue Cheese Dressing 904 Creamy Black Peppercorn Dressing 904 Japanese Salad Dressing 905 Ranch-Style Dressing 905 Thousand Island Dressing 906 Basil Oil 906 Orange Oil 907 Green
Onion Oil 907 Paprika Oil 907 Mixed Green Salad 907 Thai Table Salad 908 Smoked Bean Curd and Celery Salad 908 Caesar Salad 908 Wedge of Iceberg with Thousand Island Dressing 909 Chef’s Salad 909 Greek Salad 910 Endive Salad with Roquefort and Walnuts (Salade de Roquefort, Noix, et Endives) 910 Cobb Salad 913 Taco
Salad 913 TACO SAUCE 914 Wilted Spinach Salad with Warm Bacon Vinaigrette 914 Mushrooms, Beets, and Baby Greens with Robiola Cheese and Walnuts 917 Sherried Watercress and Apple Salad 917 Baby Spinach, Avocado, and Grapefruit Salad 918 Waldorf Salad 918 Celeriac and Tart Apple Salad 918 Chayote Salad with Oranges
(Salada de Xuxu) 919 Summer Melon Salad with Prosciutto 919 Onion and Cucumber Salad (Kachumber) 919 Classic Polish Cucumber Salad (Mizeria Klasyczna) 920 Coleslaw 920 Moroccan Carrot Salad 920 Corn and Jícama Salad 921 Jícama Salad 921 Green Papaya Salad 921 Cucumber and Wakame Salad (Sunonomo) 922 Sliced
Daikon Salad (Mu Chae) 922 Cucumber Salad 922 Cucumber Yogurt Salad 923 Chicken Salad 923 Hue-Style Chicken Salad 924 CRISPY SHALLOTS 924 Tuna Salad 924 Egg Salad 925 Ham Salad 925 Shrimp Salad 925 Pasta Salad with Pesto Vinaigrette 925 European-Style Potato Salad 926 Potato Salad 926 Eastern Mediterranean
Bread Salad (Fattoush) 926 Panzanella 927 Tomato and Mozzarella Salad 928 Roasted Peppers (Peperoni Arrostiti) 928 Green Lentil Salad (Salade des Lentilles du Puy) 928 VARIATION
928 Mixed Bean Salad 929 Warm Black-Eyed Pea Salad 929 Curried Rice Salad 930 Seafood Ravigote 930 chapter 28 sandwiches CIA Club 934
Philly Hoagie 934 Chicken Burger 936 Barbecued Beef 936 Open-Faced Turkey Sandwich with Sweet and Sour Onions 937 Croque Monsieur 937 Eggplant and Prosciutto Panini 939 MARINATED EGGPLANT FILLING 939 Grilled Vegetable Sandwich with Manchego Cheese 940 Three Cheese Melt 940 Reuben Sandwich 942 Tempeh
Reuben 942 Cucumber Sandwich with Herbed Cream Cheese 943 Watercress Sandwich with Herb Mayonnaise 943 Apple Sandwich with Curry Mayonnaise 943 Gorgonzola and Pear Sandwich 944 Tomato Sandwich with Oregano Sour Cream 944 chapter 29 hors d’oeuvre and appetizers Smoked Salmon Mousse 953 Blue Cheese Mousse
953 GOAT CHEESE MOUSSE 953 Pico de Gallo 953 Salsa Verde Asada 954 Salsa Verde Cruda 954 Salsa Roja 954 Papaya–Black Bean Salsa 955 Grapefruit Salsa 955 Cumberland Sauce 955 Asian Dipping Sauce 956 Cilantro-Lime Soy Sauce 956 Vietnamese Dipping Sauce 956 Spring Roll Dipping Sauce 957 Yogurt Cucumber Sauce
957 MASTER RECIPE LIST xiii Guacamole 958 Hummus bi Tahini 958 Baba Ghanoush 958 Harissa 959 Tapenade 959 Z’hug 960 Spicy Mustard 960 Wasabi 960 Roasted Red Pepper Marmalade 960 Cranberry Relish 961 Spicy Mango Chutney 961 Curried Onion Relish 961 Pickled Ginger 962 Pickled Red Onions 962 Tortilla Chips
962 Seviche of Scallops 962 Ceviche Estilo Acapulco 963 Smoked Salmon Platter 963 Tuna Carpaccio (Crudo di Tonno alla Battuta) 965 Coconut Macadamia Shrimp 966 Clams Casino 966 Chesapeake-Style Crab Cakes 969 Broiled Shrimp with Garlic 969 Stuffed Shrimp 970 Samosas 970 Tofu Cakes with Portobello Mushrooms and
Mango Ketchup 971 Pescado Frito 972 Mussels with White Wine and Shallots (Moules à la Marinière) 975 Tuna and Bean Salad (Insalata di Tonno e Fagioli) 975 Baby Squid in Black Ink Sauce (Txipirones Saltsa Beltzean) 976 Octopus “Fairground Style” (Pulpo a Feira) 976 Grilled Shrimp Paste on Sugarcane (Chao Tom) 977 Mushroom
Strudel with Goat Cheese 978 Black Bean Cakes 978 Potato Omelet (Tortilla Española) 979 Spring Rolls 980 California Rolls 981 Vietnamese Salad Rolls 981 Beef Carpaccio 982 xiv MASTER RECIPE LIST Beef Satay with Peanut Sauce 982 Vitello Tonnato 983 Lobster Salad with Beets, Mangos, Avocados, and Orange Oil 983 Pork and
Pepper Pie (Empanada Gallega de Cerdo) 984 chapter 30 charcuterie and garde manger Seafood and Salmon Terrine 993 FLOUNDER MOUSSELINE 993 Pâté Grand-Mère 994 Aspic 995 Chicken and Crayﬁsh Terrine 996 Shellﬁsh Essence 996 Country-Style Terrine (Pâté de Campagne) 998 Pork Tenderloin Roulade 999 MEAT BRINE
999 Chicken Galantine 1000 Foie Gras Terrine 1001 chapter 32 yeast breads Basic Lean Dough 1033 Baguettes 1033 Boules 1034 Focaccia 1034 Hard Rolls 1036 Ciabatta 1036 Pita Bread 1037 Semolina Pizza Crust 1037 MARGHERITA PIZZA 1037 SPINACH PIZZA 1037 Naan Bread 1039 Cottage Dill Rolls 1039 Brioche Loaf
1040 BRIOCHE À TÊTE 1040 Raisin Bread with Cinnamon Swirl 1043 Challah (3-Braid) 1044 Soft Dinner Rolls 1045 Sweet Dough 1045 Sticky Buns 1046 FOIE GRAS ROULADE 1001 Venison Terrine 1002 Duck Terrine with Pistachios and Dried Cherries 1002-3 Chicken Liver Pâté 1004 Duck and Smoked Ham Terrine 1004-5 Pâté
Dough 1006 SAFFRON PÂTÉ DOUGH 1006 Seafood Pâté en Croûte 1008 Vegetable Terrine with Goat Cheese 1010 Pâté Spice 1011 Gravlax 1011 chapter 33 pastry doughs and batters Basic Pie Dough (3-2-1) 1070 Buttermilk Biscuits 1070 Cream Scones 1072 RAISIN SCONES 1072 HAM AND CHEDDAR SCONES 1072 Irish Soda
Bread 1072 Buttermilk Pancakes 1073 BASIC WAFFLES 1073 BANANA PANCAKES 1073 CHOCOLATE CHIP PANCAKES 1073 BLUEBERRY PANCAKES 1073 OATMEAL PANCAKES 1073 chapter 31 baking mise en place Egg Wash 1023 Simple Syrup 1023 COFFEE SIMPLE SYRUP 1023 LIQUEUR-FLAVORED SIMPLE SYRUP 1023
Chantilly Cream/Whipped Cream for Garnish 1023 Common Meringue 1024 Swiss Meringue 1024 Italian Meringue 1024 Fried Bread (Puri) 1074 Johnny Cakes 1074 Crêpes Suzette 1075 DESSERT CRÊPES 1076 Puff Pastry Dough 1076 Blitz Puff Pastry Dough 1077 Basic Mufﬁn Recipe 1078 CRANBERRY-ORANGE MUFFINS 1078
BLUEBERRY MUFFINS 1078 Bran Mufﬁns 1078 Corn Mufﬁns 1079 CORNBREAD 1079 Banana-Nut Bread 1079 Pumpkin Bread 1081 Pound Cake 1081 Devil’s Food Cake 1082 Angel Food Cake 1082 Vanilla Sponge Cake 1083 CHOCOLATE SPONGE CAKE 1083 Chocolate XS Cake 1083 Cheesecake 1084 GRAHAM CRACKER
CRUST 1084 Pâte à Choux 1084 GOUGÈRES (GRUYÈRE CHEESE PUFFS) 1084 Éclairs 1085 CHOCOLATE ÉCLAIRS 1085 Proﬁteroles 1085 ICE CREAM–FILLED PROFITEROLES 1085 1-2-3 Cookie Dough 1086 Almond-Anise Biscotti 1086 Pecan Diamonds 1088 Chocolate Chunk Cookies 1088 CHERRY–CHOCOLATE CHUNK
COOKIES 1088 Mudslide Cookies 1089 Oatmeal-Raisin Cookies 1089 Nut Tuile Cookies 1090 Fudge Brownies 1090 chapter 34 custards, creams, and mousses Vanilla Sauce 1098 Pastry Cream 1098 CHOCOLATE PASTRY CREAM 1098 Pastry Cream for Soufﬂés 1099 Crème Brûlée 1099 Crème Caramel 1100 Vanilla Ice Cream 1103
CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM 1103 COFFEE ICE CREAM 1103 RASPBERRY ICE CREAM 1103 Diplomat Cream 1103 Chocolate Mousse 1104 Raspberry Mousse 1104 Chocolate Soufﬂé 1106 Bread and Butter Pudding 1106 chapter 35 ﬁllings, frostings, and dessert sauces Italian Buttercream 1125 Apple Pie 1125 Cherry Pie 1126 Pecan
Pie 1126 CRANBERRY-PECAN PIE 1126 Lemon Meringue Pie 1127 Pumpkin Pie 1127 Frangipane Filling 1128 Pear Frangipane Tartlets 1128 POACHED PEARS 1128 Hard Ganache 1128 Chocolate Sauce 1129 Sabayon 1129 ZABAGLIONE 1129 Classic Caramel Sauce 1129 Raspberry Coulis 1129 Apricot Glaze 1130 Dried Cherry
Sauce 1130 Apple Butter 1130 Fruit Salsa 1130 BASIL ICE CREAM 1143 TARTLET SHELLS 1144 TUILES 1144 BASIL SAUCE 1145 LEMON CURD 1145 BLUEBERRY COMPOTE 1145 Key Lime Tart 1146 CRÈME CHANTILLY 1146 GRAHAM CRACKER CRUST 1146 KEY LIME TART 1146 STRAWBERRY COULIS 1146 Mango and
Passion–Poached Pineapple with Coconut Flan and Cilantro Sorbet 1149 MANGO AND PASSION–POACHED PINEAPPLE 1149 CILANTRO SORBET 1149 COCONUT CHIPS 1150 COCONUT FLANS 1150 S’mores 1151 GRAHAM CRACKER ICE CREAM 1151 CHOCOLATE GRAHAM DÉCOR 1152 GRAHAM CRACKER CRUST FOR S’MORES
1152 MARSHMALLOW 1152 chapter 36 plated desserts Warm Date Spice Cake with Dates, Butterscotch Sauce, and Cinnamon Ice Cream 1135 CINNAMON ICE CREAM 1135 BEIGNET TRUFFLE CENTERS 1153 CLASSIC CARAMEL SAUCE 1153 WHITE SAUCE 1154 CHOCOLATE BEIGNET BATTER 1154 Proﬁteroles 1157 APPLE
CHIPS 1136 VANILLA ICE CREAM 1157 MILK CHOCOLATE CINNAMON STICKS 1136 COFFEE ICE CREAM 1158 DATE SPICE CAKE 1137 CORN FLAKE CRUNCH 1159 PHYLLO TUBES 1137 CHOCOLATE SAUCE 1159 BUTTERSCOTCH SAUCE 1137 VANILLA CARAMEL SAUCE 1159 ORANGE-SCENTED CRÈME CHANTILLY 1138

CHOCOLATE PÂTE À CHOUX 1160 CARAMELIZED APPLES 1138 DULCE DE LECHE ICE CREAM 1158 CHOCOLATE STRAWS 1160 Blackberry and Port–Poached Pears with Ricotta Cream and Sablé Cookies 1139 BLACKBERRY AND PORT–POACHED PEARS 1139 SABLÉ COOKIES 1140 RICOTTA CREAM 1140 Lemon Soufﬂé Tart with
Basil Ice Cream and Blueberry Compote 1143 MASTER RECIPE LIST xv acknowledgments THANK YOU to the following faculty and staff at The Culinary Institute of America for assisting in the revision for the ninth edition of The Professional Chef: Tim Ryan, CMC, AAC; Mark Erickson, CMC; Brad Barnes, CMC, CCA, AAC; Lou Jones; Charlie
Rascoll; Eve Felder; Thomas L. Once you see that you and your staff need to walk too far to gather basic items or that the person who washes the dishes is sitting idle for the first two hours of the shift, you can take steps to rectify the problem. The heart of this book is the detailed explanation of cooking methods in words and images, as well as an
amazingly diverse collection of recipes. Whether you are training a new employee, introducing a new menu item, or ordering a piece of equipment, clear communication is important. These important lessons are presented in clear step-by-step photographs, with explanatory text and a model recipe. Some offal is considered the epitome of high cuisine.
(An exception is a copper pan used to cook jams, jellies, chocolates, and other highsugar items, often known as a preserving pan.) Great care must be taken not to scratch linings made of soft metal such as tin. Once in the body, a virus invades a cell (called the host cell) and essentially reprograms it to produce more copies of the virus. Hands and
forearms should be washed using soap and 110°F/43°C water for no less than twenty seconds. Parasites are pathogens that feed on and take shelter in another organism, called a host. It is essential for straining some sauces. SPRING SCALE BALANCE BEAM SCALE ELECTRONIC SCALE MEASURING PITCHERS MEASURING SPOONS
CANDY/DEEP-FAT THERMOMETER INSTANT-READ THERMOMETERS PROBE THERMOMETER 54 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN are used to sift, aerate, and help remove any large impurities from dry ingredients. Arkansas stones are available in several grades of fineness. If a restaurant is small, the executive and
administrator will be the same person. In some circumstances, you may be called upon to increase or decrease the suggested portion size for a recipe. Microorganisms of many kinds are present virtually everywhere, and most are helpful or harmless, if not essential; only about 1 percent of microorganisms are actually pathogenic. Once an overall goal
or plan has been laid down, the next task is to implement and track that plan. To begin, energy and nutrients are used for growth, maintenance, and repair of our bodies. Catering companies offer a wide range of possibilities, from upscale event planning companies to smaller, more casual menus. Tools used for measuring volume are not always as
precise as necessary, especially if you must often increase or decrease a recipe. RANGES AND OVENS The stovetop is known as the range; the oven is usually below the range. The higher percentage of carbon allows the blade to take and keep a keener edge. When heated, these components react and produce numerous chemical by-products,
resulting in a brown color and intense flavor and aroma. Run the entire edge over the surface of the stone, keeping the pressure even on the knife. The source of the contamination affecting the food supply can be chemical, physical, or biological. Once you know that factor, you first multiply all the ingredient amounts by it. A cuisine also gives us a
way to express and establish customs for meals (what is eaten, when, and with whom), from simple meals to celebrations and ritual 12 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL meals. Draw the blade along the entire length of the steel. Vitamins are classified as either water-soluble or fat-soluble. In many recipes, the ingredient list will indicate how the
ingredient should be prepared (e.g., parboiling or cutting into pieces of a certain size) before the actual cooking or assembling begins. Be sure to wash your KEEPING FOODS OUT OF THE DANGER ZONE An important weapon against pathogens is the observance of strict time and temperature controls. Should have disks of varying sizes; in general
will have a feed tray and a pusher Grinding; stufﬁng sausage casings (with attachment) TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN meat, poultry, and game identiﬁcation For most restaurants, the purchase, preparation, and service of meats is one of the most expensive areas of the business—but also one of the most potentially
proﬁtable. Determine the number of portions of ﬁnal product from the fabrication. When the waves traveling through space strike matter and are absorbed, they cause molecules in the matter to vibrate There are dozens of scientific principles at work during the cooking process. Fat provides an appealing visual element when a food appears, among
other things, to be moist, creamy, fluffy, or shiny. The variety of options depends on the size of the company and whether they service on- or off-premises events. Caterers may provide on-site services (the client comes to the caterer’s premises), off-site services (the caterer comes to the client’s premises), or both. Rewrite the steps to suit your
establishment at this point. While it is still possible to purchase hanging meat, most operations will buy what is referred to as boxed meat. Schorner, CMB, CHE Bruce S. chapter 6 meat basics The meat, poultry, and game cuts that a restaurant should buy will depend upon the nature of the particular operation. It is less accurate for ingredients
requiring some advance preparation or without any established standards for purchasing. This browning process is called caramelization. kitchen safety In addition to the precautions necessary to guard against food-borne illness, care must also be taken to avoid accidents to staff and guests. This makes it important to have equipment for liquid and
dry volume measures calibrated for both the U.S. and metric systems, as well as a variety of scales for accurate measurement by weight. USING A RECIPE CONVERSION FACTOR (RCF) TO CONVERT RECIPE YIELDS To adjust the yield of a recipe to make either more or less, you need to determine the recipe conversion factor. There are uniform
standards for beef, veal, pork, and lamb primals. The metal is somewhat brittle and must be treated carefully to prevent pitting, scarring, and rusting. hold cooked or ready-to-serve foods safely Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold. The presence or absence of a shoreline has a tremendous impact on a developing cooking style. No warranty may be
created or extended by sales representatives or written sales materials. WIDE PERFORATED OFFSET SPATULA KITCHEN FORK FISH SPATULA FRENCH ROLLING PINS SWIVEL-BLADED PEELERS BALLOON WHISKS SAUCE WHISK OFFSET PALETTE KNIVES BALL-BEARING ROLLING PIN 52 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE
PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN NAME(S) CHARACTERISTICS COMMON USES rotary peeler/ swivel-bladed peeler Blade may be mounted horizontally or vertically on the handle. The study of any single cuisine is a multifaceted undertaking. However, if you are making a fruit salad and you know you need 2 ounces of cubed melon and 1 ounce of sliced
strawberries per serving, you must consider the yield percent when ordering. Those who have made the greatest impression know that the cardinal virtues of the culinary profession are an open and inquiring mind, an appreciation of and dedication to quality wherever it is found, and a sense of responsibility. You must also establish how the CCP will
be monitored and who will do it. Fill the measuring device correctly. Dietary cholesterol is only found in animal foods. In the first stage of this method, foods must be cooled to 70°F/21°C within two hours. FLATTOP RANGE This consists of a thick plate of cast iron or steel set over the heat source. Amebas and various worms such as Trichinella
spiralis, which is associated with pork, are among the parasites that contaminate foods. The pastry chef frequently supervises a separate kitchen area or a separate shop in larger operations. Guard provides safety Slicing foods in even thicknesses mandoline Blades of high-carbon steel. Other materials, such as stainless steel and carbon steel, are also
available. APC = EPC Yield percent Some products produce trim that can be used in a variety of ways. Yolks also provide additional richness to food, as when they are included as a liaison in sauces or soups. This indicates that the meat has been fabricated to a specific point (primal, subprimal, or retail cut), packed in Cryovac, boxed, and shipped for
sale to purveyors, butchers, chain retail outlets, and so forth. Hold the knife at the correct angle as you work. Fortunately, some heat-induced denaturation is reversible through cooling. Therefore, controlling the time during which foods remain in the danger zone is critical to the prevention of food-borne illness. Reaction time is signiﬁcantly faster
TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN CONVECTION OVEN Fans force hot air to circulate around the food, cooking it evenly and quickly. To prevent dulling, always use wooden or composition cutting boards. Also, do not cover the knife with food, towels, equipment, and the like. If you understand the difference between the
price you paid per pound for a whole beef tenderloin and how much you are actually paying per pound for the trimmed meat you serve, you can be more effective at reducing loss and decreasing the operation’s overall food costs. For more information about Wiley products, visit our web site at www.wiley.com. However, using a larger vessel might
result in a higher rate of evaporation, so you may find that you need to cover the soup as it cooks or increase the liquid to offset the evaporation. Be consistent about the type of lubricant you use on your stone. Steeling method two 1. Hold the steel in a near-vertical position with the 3. Finish the ﬁrst pass by drawing the blade all the way tip resting
on a nonslippery surface. Some knives may have a collar that looks like a bolster but is actually a separate piece attached to the handle. 2. Rotate the wrist holding the knife as the blade 3. Keep the blade in contact with the steel until the tip is drawn off the steel. The packer may, however, choose not to hire a USDA grader and may forgo grading in
favor of the use of an in-house brand name instead. Blue-steel and black-steel, pressed-steel, or rolled-steel pans are often preferred for sautéing because of their quick response to changes in temperature. Aluminum heats quickly but is susceptible to burning food if it is a light gauge. The concerns of customers have moved beyond just the ﬂavor and
texture of food and now extend to a healthy diet full of nutritious highquality foods. Fat also carries and blends the flavors of other foods, and makes available to us flavor compounds and nutrients that are soluble only in fat. Some have hoppers or feed tubes and interchangeable disks. This includes locating telephones so that a person in a wheelchair
can reach them and providing toilets with handrails. Knife blades are given an edge on a sharpening stone and maintained between sharpenings by honing them with a steel. The various kinds of expenses related to an outbreak of food-borne illness, such as negative publicity and loss of prestige, are blows from which many restaurants can never
recover. Quality grading, however, is not mandatory. Careless food handling can mean that even an earring or a plastic bandage could fall into the food and result in illness or injury. HEAT TRANSFER Cooking is the act of applying heat to foods to prepare them for eating. Deciding where to begin your study is just as important as the process of
learning. To season a pan, pour enough cooking oil into the pan to evenly coat the bottom to a depth of about ∑ in/6 mm. Other ingredients, such as thickeners, aromatics, seasonings, and leavenings, may not multiply as simply, however. A 20-degree angle is suitable for chef’s knives and knives with similar blades. The meat should also smell
appealing. The following safety measures should be practiced. Unlike published recipes, standardized recipes are tailored to suit the needs of an individual kitchen. » What is important to you—the cuisine, management style, geographic location, number of hours required per day/week, or working for a prominent chef? (Make sure you use the same
scale for the entire test.) Fabricate the item to desired specifications. » Select nutrient-dense ingredients. Even before you wear a jacket embroidered with “Executive Chef,” you will have begun to exercise your abilities as an executive. Meat stored at the proper temperature and under optimal conditions can be held for several days without
noticeable loss of quality. The goal is to ensure a thorough understanding of basic and advanced culinary techniques, regardless of the type of training received. IDENTIFY THE CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS. Knowing how to adapt recipes is useful for scheduling, controlling costs, and improving quality. (Above all, make sure everyone knows never to
try to put out a grease, chemical, or electrical fire by throwing water on the flames.) Everyone should know where the fire department number is posted. Hats also help absorb sweat from overheated brows. coli is an agent that causes such an illness. A complete protein is a food that provides all nine amino acids in the correct ratio to support the
production of other proteins by the adult human body. USE HEIRLOOM PRODUCTS. Verify that foods have the required government inspection and certification stamps or tags. Prepare the ingredient as directed by the recipe— sift ﬂour, chop nuts, mince garlic, grate cheeses, and so forth. Be specific, use the most concise language you can, and be
as brief as possible without leaving out necessary information. 7. Bruno ’88, PC III/CEC, CHE James W. These symptoms may appear within a few hours after consumption of the affected food, although in some cases several days may elapse before onset. The chef should separate different kinds of meats; for example, poultry should not come into
contact with beef, or pork products into contact with any other meats. If a soup to serve four requires 2 tablespoons of flour to make a roux, it is not necessarily true that you will need 20 tablespoons (11⁄4 cups) of flour to thicken the same soup when you prepare it for forty. In smaller operations, the classic system is generally abbreviated and
responsibilities are organized so as to make the best use of workspace and talents. People who suffer from an allergy will ask about the menu in regard to the food(s) that they cannot eat. All units should be maintained properly, which means regular and thorough cleaning. Heirloom products are » open-pollinated, yielding like offspring » a distinct
variety of plant » generally not commercially grown » a product of traditional methods » usually grown on a small scale » often tied to a particular region » often has been in use for 40 to 50 years or more chapter 1 » INTRODUCTION TO THE PROFESSION 11 3. The second type is heavier and wider. However, each of these foods contains some of the
essential amino acids that, when combined with 24 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL other incomplete proteins, can become complete proteins. Check the temperature of the product as well as the expiration dates. SET UP A RECORD-KEEPING SYSTEM. An example would be the fattened duck or goose liver known as foie gras. In addition to
providing a sanitary atmosphere and adhering to procedures for safe food handling, it is also important to ensure a safe working environment. An entrepreneurial mind is an asset. They may provide new textures, colors, and ﬂavors that chefs can incorporate into any menu. Instead, use suitable utensils or single-use foodhandling gloves. OSHA
concentrates its efforts on providing services where the risk to worker safety is greatest. Facultative bacteria are able to function with or without oxygen. From this information, the yield percent will be important in determining the quantity that you need to order. The COLD-FOODS CHEF (garde manger), also known as the PANTRY CHEF, is
responsible for preparation of cold foods including salads, cold appetizers, pâtés, and the like. Stein ’80, CFBE, CHE Scott Schwartz ’89, CEC, CHE Jürgen Temme, CMB, CHE Alberto Vanoli, CHE Howard Velie, CEC, CHE Gerard Viverito, CEC, CHE Hinnerk von Bargen, CHE Stéphane Weber, CHE Paul R. The sous chef is second in command,
answers to the chef, may be responsible for scheduling, fills in for the chef, and assists the station chefs (or line cooks) as necessary. You need to continually reinforce those standards with clear, objective evaluation of an employee’s work through feedback, constructive criticism, and, when necessary, additional training or disciplinary measures.
Smokers generally have racks or hooks that allow foods to smoke evenly. The BACK WAITER or BUSBOY (demi-chef de rang or commis de rang) is generally the ﬁrst position assigned to new dining room workers. Volume measurements are best suited to liquids, though they are also used for solids, especially spices, in small amounts. Workers’
compensation, unemployment insurance, and disability insurance are also your responsibility. As a chef, you can’t assume that a request for “no garlic” indicates an unevolved palate or an unreasonable food dislike. Examples include organ meats such as the liver, kidney, heart, brain, tripe, certain glands, and intestinal tracts. A REAL CHALLENGE
ENTREPRENEUR—This is probably the most difﬁcult and most rewarding path, as you take all the credit in good times and suffer all the losses in hard times. Bacteria require three basic conditions for growth and reproduction: a protein source, readily available moisture, and time. MARKET FORMS OF MEAT OFFAL After slaughtering, inspection,
and grading, the animal carcass is cut into manageable pieces. Under this system, each position has a station and defined responsibilities, outlined below. PROTEIN Protein is a nutrient essential for the growth and maintenance of body tissues, for hormone, enzyme, and antibody production, and for the regulation of bodily fluids. Serum or blood
cholesterol is found in the bloodstream and is essential to life. Clark ’71, CCE, CWC, CHE David Kamen ’88, PC III/CEC, CCE, CHE Richard J. According to FDA guidelines, using the two-stage method quickly moves the food through the part of the danger zone where bacteria grow most rapidly. Generally, the as-purchased quantity obtained by this
method is rounded up, since the yield percent is an estimate. Determine the total original yield and the total desired yield of the recipe. Aspiring professionals will find formal training at an accredited school an excellent beginning. Choose a size appropriate to the food being cooked. Listen for a light ringing sound; a heavy grinding sound indicates
that too much pressure is being applied. Some models double as convection ovens. Semisolid and solid foods should be refrigerated in a single layer in shallow containers to allow greater surface exposure to the cold air. Start with the heel of the knife against one side of the steel. These include: » COMMITMENT TO SERVICE—The degree to which
the degree to which they will succeed in providing excellent service. along the shaft up to and including the tip. Menu selections are based on the needs of the institution’s guests, the operating budget, and the administration’s expectations. Fried eggs or poached eggs with runny yolks should be prepared only at customer request. CONVERTING
PORTION SIZES Sometimes it will happen that you also need to modify the portion size of a recipe. Stainless steel will not react with foods; for example, white sauces will remain pure white or ivory. Small operations may not have a sous chef. Never thaw food at room temperature. coffee, chocolate, baked goods, dark beer, and roasted meats and
nuts much of their rich flavor and color. Carborundum stones have a fine side and a medium side. Commonly used emulsifiers include egg yolks (which contain the emulsifier lecithin), mustard, and glace de viande. When made from cast iron, frequently known as a “griswold”; may have a single short handle rather than two loop handles. Its
regulations help employers and workers establish and maintain a safe, healthy work This act is intended to make public places accessible and safe for those with a variety of disabilities. Plastic handle with on/off switch extends from top of housing. The handle should fit your hand comfortably. OPEN-BURNER RANGE This type of range has individual
grate-style burners that allow for easy adjustment of heat. chapter 1 » INTRODUCTION TO THE PROFESSION 9 The COMMUNARD prepares the meal served to staff at some point during the shift (also called the family meal). For the individual suffering from a food allergy, even the merest hint of garlic in his or her soup can set off a reaction. Serve
all foods using the proper utensils. It is through the comprehension of this study that we as foodservice professionals can accommodate and enrich diners’ dietary preferences and restrictions. EPQ = Number of servings Portion size EXAMPLE: 17.6 lb green beans (EPQ) = 70.4 servings 0.25 lb serving size You would be able to obtain seventy full
servings from the case of green beans. Your guests rely on you 38 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL and your staff for guidance. RING-TOP RANGE This is a ﬂattop with plates that can be removed to widen the opening, supplying more or less heat. Granulated white sugar melts at 320°F/160°C and begins to caramelize at 338°F/170°C. Turn the knife
constant pressure on the knife. Saddles are made by cutting the animal across the belly, again at a specified point. Each represents one of many possible variations. Gelation occurs at different temperatures for different types of starch. It is important to remember that weight is measured in ounces, but volume is measured in fluid ounces. Or you
might decide that you want to omit, add, or substitute an ingredient. Microwave ovens also cannot brown foods, and metal cannot be used in them because it reflects the microwaves, which can cause fires and damage the oven. Sartory ’78 Jonathan A. GRIDDLE Similar to a ﬂattop range, a griddle has a heat source located beneath a thick plate of
metal, generally cast iron or steel. The severity of the illness depends on the amount of adulterated food ingested and, to a great extent, the individual’s susceptibility. Heirloom products are different from most available commercially. Counted among the basics in the kitchen is the ability to seek out and purchase the best possible ingredients. Chaﬁng
dishes and hotel pans are usually of standard sizes, so most of them will ﬁt together properly Occasionally for preparing foods but more often to hold cooked foods in steam tables, hot boxes, or electric or gas steamers. Various membranes help keep the yolk suspended at the center of the white and help prevent contamination or weight loss through
evaporation. The yield percent is used as a tool when ordering. DISPLAY REFRIGERATION Display cases are generally used in the dining room for desserts, salads, or salad bars. Top houses motor, which generally runs at only one speed. The first three are considered primary nutrients, while alcohol is not. It is so embedded in the country’s cuisine
that anyone could easily mistake Italy as its land of origin. Learning new skills to gain a competitive stance and encourage creativity should be an ongoing part of your career development. Diamondimpregnated stones are also available. Most of the daily intake of fat should come from mono- and polyunsaturated sources. When the larvae reach adult
stage, the fertilized females release more eggs, which hatch and travel to the muscle tissue of the host, and the cycle continues. An employee who reports for work with a contagious illness or an infected cut on the hand puts every customer at risk. Regarding heat conductivity, some metals heat faster than others. As proteins coagulate, they lose
some of their capacity to hold water, which is why protein-rich foods give off moisture as they cook, even if they are steamed or poached. Begin sharpening the edge on the coarsest grit you require. Weight is a measurement of the mass or heaviness of a solid, liquid, or gas. The COMMIS or apprentice works under a station chef to learn how the
station operates and its responsibilities. ' Copyright © 2011 by The Culinary Institute of America. Determine the total trim weight and total trim value. The captain explains the menu, answers any questions, and takes the order. SERVING FOODS SAFELY The potential to transmit food-borne illness does not end when the food leaves the kitchen. An
example of this is a cooked egg white, which changes from a transparent fluid to an opaque solid. The fact that all variations are not included in this text does not imply that other methods are incorrect. Infectious hepatitis A, caused by eating shellfish harvested from polluted waters (an illegal practice) or poor hand-washing practices after using the
restroom, is an example. Scales are used to measure weight, and they must meet specific standards for accuracy. They should be regarded as ways to explore the possibilities of flavor and healthy cooking. Appropriate cooking methods for various cuts have also been included. reheat foods safely When foods are prepared ahead and then reheated,
they should move through the danger zone as rapidly as possible and be reheated to at least 165°F/74°C for a minimum of fifteen seconds. fessional chef NINTH EDITION The Culinary Institute of America This book is printed on acid-free paper. This allows for more control or improvement in the system. When either of these substances is heated, the
SIX BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FOOD SCIENCE Understanding how food reacts under certain conditions is essential to becoming a professional chef. Flattops provide indirect heat, which is more even and less intense than direct heat. Now, the ninth edition options an all-new, easy style that guides readers through every change of state technique,
beginning with a basic formula, outlining the tactic at-a-glance, providing skilled tips, covering every technique with lovely in small stages photography, and finishing with recipes that use the essential techniques. NFPP = CF As-purchased price per pound EXAMPLE: $1.77/lb = 1.36 (CF) $1.30/lb 8. the changing industry TYPES OF AGRICULTURE
SUSTAINABILITY Today chefs are more aware of the systems in place for growing and producing the food we eat. Protein foods are categorized as either complete or incomplete, depending on the presence or lack of essential amino acids. All protein-rich foods contain some or all of the nine. Choice and select are more often available. Many
processed or refined foods have a 100 percent yield, such as sugar, flour, or dried spices. Speciﬁc corrective actions must be developed for each CCP, because each food item and its preparation can vary greatly from one kitchen to the next. Cooked foods that are to be stored need to be cooled to below 41°F/5°C as quickly as possible. Salmonellosis is
an example of 32 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL an infection. The potential number and kind are too numerous to mention here. Volume measuring tools don’t conform to any regulated standards. Learning to read recipes carefully and using them more productively is an important step in developing your professional skills. In many cultures, offal is
considered a delicacy. As the recommended dietary guidelines continue to change, one thing remains the same: portion control is essential to maintaining a healthy weight. It is also important to know at which temperature bacteria grow best. Eglinski, CHE, CMB Anita Olivarez Eisenhauer, CHE Mark Elia Joseba Encabo, CHE xvi
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Morey Kanner ’84, CHE Cynthia Keller ’83 Thomas Kief ’78, CHE Joseph Klug ’82, CHE Todd R. Learn to communicate clearly. Some are similar to springform pans, with removable sides Baking angel food cake, pound cakes, or chiffon cakes chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION pots, pans, and molds NAME(S) 63 large
equipment When working with large equipment, safety precautions must be observed and proper maintenance and cleaning done consistently. There are different ways in which a farmer can approach this system; a few options follow: One current focus is on sustainability. Coat copper surfaces completely with this paste, then vigorously massage
them clean with a cloth. There are separate chapters devoted to meats, poultry, and game; fish and shellfish; fruits, vegetables, and fresh herbs; dairy products and eggs; and nonperishable goods such as oils, flours, grains, and dried pastas. If tasks are handled by a number of people, be sure to write out each task from the first step to the last.
Cheesecloth is light, ﬁne-mesh cotton gauze, frequently used with or in place of a ﬁne conical sieve. This continual movement results in convection currents within the water. It is important that you and your staff know the ingredients used in a dish. Any new construction or remodeling done to a restaurant must meet ADA standards. Private clubs
generally provide some sort of foodservice. As you consider a career path, keep growth in mind—you may not be qualified for an executive position immediately after graduation, but thoughtful planning can advance your career quickly. Foods cooked using dryheat methods (sautéing, grilling, or roasting) will brown. A ﬂat, curving blade is rotated over
a disk by a hand-operated crank. It is also used for making sachets. Units vary; they may tilt, may be insulated, and may have spigots or lids. Keep documentation on hand to demonstrate whether the system is working. As with all storage, the area must be clean, with proper ventilation and air circulation. Natural starches, such as those in garlic, or
modified starches, such as cornstarch or arrowroot, are also used. chapter 3 » THE BASICS OF NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE 25 VITAMINS AND MINERALS: THEIR FUNCTIONS & COMMON SOURCES WATER-SOLUBLE VITAMINS Name: B-complex (thiamin, riboﬂavin, niacin, folate, biotin, pantothenic acid, B6, B12) Function: Allow for
proper release of energy in the body Food Source: Grains; legumes; vegetables; animal protein (B12 only found in animal foods) Name: Vitamin C Function: Increases body’s absorption of iron; aids in growth and maintenance of body tissue; boosts immune system; contains antioxidant properties Food Source: Fruits and vegetables (berries, melons,
tomatoes, potatoes, green leafy vegetables) FAT-SOLUBLE VITAMINS Name: Vitamin A Function: Aids in proper vision, bone growth, reproduction, cell division and differentiation; regulates immune system; maintains surface linings Food Source: Animal protein such as liver and eggs; the precursor—beta carotene—is found in orange, deep yellow,
and dark green leafy vegetables Name: Vitamin D Function: Aids in proper bone formation Food Source: Milk; some cereal and breads; fatty ﬁsh; egg yolks Name: Vitamin E Function: Protects body from damage by free radicals; contains antioxidant properties Food Source: Nuts; seeds; seed oils; avocados; sweet potatoes; green leafy vegetables
Name: Vitamin K Function: Aids in proper blood clotting Food Source: Dark green leafy vegetables such as spinach, kale, broccoli MINERALS Name: Calcium (body’s most abundant mineral) Function: Used in the development of bones and teeth; regulates blood pressure; aids in muscle contraction, transmission of nerve impulses, and clotting of the
blood Food Source: Dairy products (milk, yogurt); broccoli; green leafy vegetables Name: Phosphorus Function: Plays a key role in energy-releasing reactions; used in conjunction with calcium for maintaining bones and teeth Food Source: Animal protein; nuts; cereals; legumes Name: Sodium and potassium (electrolytes) Function: Aid in the
regulation of bodily functions; help to maintain the body’s normal ﬂuid balance; involved in nerve and muscle functions Food Source: Sodium is plentiful in many foods; potassium is found in virtually all fruits and vegetables Name: Magnesium Function: Promotes healthy teeth and bones, muscle contractions, nerve transmission, and bowel functions
Food Source: Green vegetables; nuts; legumes; whole grains Name: Fluoride Function: Helps to prevent tooth decay; may help to prevent osteoporosis Food Source: Community water; saltwater ﬁsh; shellﬁsh; tea Name: Iodine Function: Essential for the normal functioning of the thyroid gland; helps to regulate metabolism, cellular oxidation, and
growth Food Source: Table salt; cod; grains Name: Iron Function: Helps to carry oxygen from the lungs to cells; involved in cellular energy metabolism Food Source: Liver and red meat; whole grains; legumes; green leafy vegetables; dried fruit 26 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL food science basics portion of the gas or liquid closest to the heat
source warms first and becomes less dense, causing it to rise and be replaced by cooler, denser portions of the gas or liquid. Today, who could imagine Italian cuisine without the tomato? You are required to make all legal deductions from an employee’s paycheck and to report all earnings properly to state and federal agencies. Some consist of three
stones of varying degrees of fineness mounted on a wheel. It is not necessary for adults to consume cholesterol, because the human body is capable of manufacturing all the cholesterol that it needs internally. CALCULATING EDIBLE PORTION QUANTITY (EPQ) Using Yield Percent Sometimes it is necessary for you to determine how many portions
can be obtained from raw product. These operations prepare entrées, salads, side dishes, and desserts that are packaged to be taken home. Until you are objective about what needs to be done and in what order, you can’t begin the process of saving time. 6. Work in the same direction on each side of the blade to keep the edge straight. The host
receives no benefit from the parasite and, in fact, suffers harm or even death as a result. The U.S. system, familiar to most Americans, uses ounces and pounds to measure weight, and teaspoons, tablespoons, fluid ounces, cups, pints, quarts, and gallons to measure volume. (It should also be noted that intoxicating pathogens may be destroyed during
cooking, but any toxins they have produced are still there.) When conditions are favorable, bacteria can reproduce at an astonishing rate. Critical limits are generally standards for each critical control point; control measures are what you can do ahead of time to facilitate the achievement of your critical limit. Grades lower than select are TOOLS AND
INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN poultry, and some game are customarily used for kosher preparations. A thermostat allows the user to control the temperature of the fat. Lay the blade against the steel; don’t slap it. In some cases you will have to make a judgment call about those ingredients that do not scale up or down exactly,
such as spices, salt, and thickeners. $1.77/lb = 0.1106 (cost of 1 oz; = 11.06 cents/oz) 16 oz 0.1106 x 12 oz = $1.33 (cost per portion) 22 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL the basics of nutrition and food science Nutrition refers to the study of diet and health. Randomly sample items and reject any goods that do not meet your standards. The avenue of
growth that includes working with others, sharing information, and communicating regularly will help to keep your own work fresh and contemporary. Although blades with partial tangs are not as durable, they are acceptable on knives that will be used less frequently. It is also important to realize that depending on an individual’s sensitivity, even
the very small amount of allergen left on a piece of equipment and transferred to a food could be enough to set off a reaction. A guard or hilt between the steel and the handle protects the user, and a ring on the bottom of the handle can be used to hang the steel. Use market values for fat, bones, and usable trim. regulations, inspection, and
certiﬁcation Federal, state, and local government regulations work to ensure the wholesomeness of the food that reaches the public. This is also the point at which you must decide if any modifications to the recipe are in order. CARBOHYDRATES Carbohydrates provide energy for muscle movement and red blood cells, and play a role in the regulation
of fat metabolism. It also holds the heat in food, emulsifies or thickens sauces, and creates a crisp texture when used for frying. recipes A recipe is a written record of the ingredients and preparation steps needed to make a particular dish. Life insurance, medical and dental insurance, assistance with such things as dependent care, adult literacy
training, and enrollment in and support for those enrolled in substance abuse programs are all items of which you should be aware. If there is no captain, these responsibilities fall to the front waiter. If a small ﬁsh is poached in a large pot, the cuisson (cooking liquid) will not have the proper intensity of ﬂavor. » Are additional skill sets or further
education required to reach your long-term goals? There are also other unlikely candidates that are ripe for bacterial growth such as sliced melons, sprouts, and garlicand-oil mixtures. The openings in the cone can vary in size from very large to very small. Keep hands away from hair and face when working with food. Restaurant servers should also
be instructed in good hygiene and safe food-handling practices. When you lay a knife down on a work surface, be sure that no part of it extends over the edge of the cutting board or worktable. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has developed specific standards to assign grades to meats and trains graders. Become a good manager. NFW =
Yield percent As-purchased weight EXAMPLE: 16 lb = 0.57 = 57% (Yield percent) 28 lb chapter 2 » MENUS AND RECIPES 21 9. Adding highly acidic ingredients, such as vinegar or citrus juice, to a food can lower its pH and extend its shelf life. With contract foodservice companies, many jobs would be considered institutional catering (used in
schools, hospitals, colleges, airlines, and correctional institutions). Most professional models have interchangeable disks with holes of varying ﬁneness. The GRILL CHEF (grillardin) is responsible for all grilled foods. These reflections can be seen in almost every aspect of the industry, such as how food is prepared, what kinds and types of food are
eaten more readily, and menu and recipe development. chapter 5 knives Assembling a personal collection of knives is one of the first steps in becoming a professional. A plate on the end of a lever pushes the food through the holes in the hopper. (For further information on these subjects, consult Garde Manger: The Art and Craft of the Cold Kitchen,
Third Edition.) Baking and pastry is presented in Part Seven, with attention paid to the preparation of breads and rolls; cakes and cookies; pastry doughs and crusts; a variety of fillings, icings, and glazes; and plated desserts. The food should still be wrapped and should be placed in a shallow container on a bottom shelf to prevent possible cross
contamination. Fat-soluble vitamins are composed of a variety of foods is the healthiest way to meet normal nutrient requirements. That same person also might be the one who dons a uniform and works the line. The conical sieve (chinois) is used for straining and/or puréeing food. » Serve appropriate portions of food. For example, an established
critical limit for the cooking step in preparing chicken is a ﬁnal internal temperature of 165°F/74°C. 2. Draw the knife across the stone gently. Braises, on the other hand, require long, fairly gentle cooking; it is more important BAMBOO STEAMER FISH POACHER WOK SAUTOIR WITH LID chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 59 pans for
oven cooking Pans used in ovens are produced from the same basic materials used to make stovetop pots and pans. Beneficial fungi are important to the food industry in the production of cheese, bread, wine, and beer. Metal pans are available in several gauges (gauge refers to the thickness of the metal). Include as many of the following elements as
possible: » Name/title of the food item or dish » Yield information, expressed as one or more of the following: total weight, total volume, total number of portions » Portion information for each serving, expressed as one or more of the following: a speciﬁc number of items (count), volume, weight » Ingredient names, expressed in appropriate detail,
specifying variety or brand as necessary » Ingredient measures, expressed as one or more of the following: count, volume, weight » Ingredient preparation instructions, sometimes included in the ingredient name, sometimes expressed in the method itself as a step » Equipment information for preparation, cooking, storing, holding, and serving »
Preparation steps detailing mise en place, cooking methods, and temperatures for safe food handling (see Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points [HACCP], page 36) » Service information, describing how to ﬁnish and plate a dish, add side dishes, sauces, and garnishes, if any, and listing the proper service temperatures » Holding and reheating
information, describing procedures, equipment, times, and temperatures for safe storage » Critical control points (CCPs) at appropriate stages in the recipe to indicate temperatures and times for safe food-handling procedures during storage, preparation, holding, and reheating chapter 2 » MENUS AND RECIPES 15 recipe calculations Often you will
need to modify a recipe. At the college/university level, a minimum of a bachelor’s degree in addition to signiﬁcant industry experience (ACF certiﬁcation is a plus) is required for hands-on courses. Walk-ins may be situated in the kitchen or outside the facility. a foodservice professional can offer a quality product, as well as thorough customer
satisfaction, is the chef as a businessperson As you continue your career, you will move from positions where your technical prowess is your greatest contribution into those where your skills as an executive, an administrator, and a manager are more clearly in demand. Those states that still administer their own inspections of meat must at least meet,
if not exceed, the accepted federal standards. Because no food contains every essential nutrient in the correct proportions and no single pill or supplement can compensate for a poor diet, eating a well-balanced diet menu development and nutrition » Manage the amount of fat used both as an ingredi- When the diet offers balanced nutrition, obtaining
the necessary amount of energy and nutrients is easy. Most stones may be used either dry or moistened with water or mineral oil. DRESSING FOR SAFETY The various parts of the typical chef’s uniform play important roles in keeping workers safe as they operate in a potentially dangerous environment. Temporary emulsions, such as vinaigrettes,
form quickly and require only the mechanical action of whipping, shaking, or stirring. In due time, your knowledge and experience will gain worthy recognition. A brasier is similar; may be square instead of round sauteuse/sauté pan Shallow skillet with sloping sides and a single long handle sautoir/fry pan Shallow skillet with straight sides and a
single long handle omelet pan/ crêpe pan Shallow skillet with very short, slightly sloping sides; most often made of rolled or blue steel bain-marie/double boiler Nesting pots with single long handle. While increasing or decreasing the yield, you may discover that you need to make equipment modifications as well to accommodate the new volume of
food. The key to the proper and efficient use of any knife is making sure that it is sharp. The pan must be in direct contact with the range for conduction to occur. It establishes and reinforces the total restaurant concept from the style of china and flatware to staff training needs. The FRONT WAITER (chef de rang) ensures that the table is properly set
for each course, that the food is properly delivered to the table, and that the needs of the guests are promptly and courteously met. Creating a network of professional colleagues and industry contacts is important for future development. Subprimals are generally trimmed and packed as foodservice, value added, or HRI (Hotel, Restaurant, and
Institution) cuts. It has a lengthwise shaft at the center of the wooden cylinder through which runs a metal rod with two wooden handles at either end. You or your purchasing agent will have to work hard to develop and sustain a good purchasing system. Standardized recipes establish total yields, portion sizes, holding and serving practices, and
plating information, and they set standards for cooking temperatures and times. Other foods have a yield percent that depends on how they are served. In the case of a restaurant, these might include food and beverage inventory, tables, chairs, linens, china, flatware, glassware, computers and point of sale systems, cash registers, kitchen equipment,
cleaning supplies, and ware-washing machines. They are also used to drain or purée cooked or raw foods. Once this information is evaluated, the chef can determine whether it is more economical to purchase large pieces, such as whole legs of veal, or prefabricated meats, such as veal already cut into a top round, or precut scaloppini. Different types
of sugar caramelize at different temperatures. Certain bacteria are able to form endospores, which serve as a means of protection against adverse circumstances such as high temperature or dehydration. As these tools are essential for a number of operations, all chefs should be able to use them with conﬁdence. Monitoring helps improve the system
by forcing identiﬁcation of problems or faults at particular points in the process. By the nature of its encyclopedic subject coverage, this text is suited to a variety of curricula, whether as part of an existing program or through independent study. Chemical hazards can be found in the sanitation products used in the kitchen and physical hazards include
glass, wood, stones, or other foreign objects. Broilers radiate an intense heat from above and can be found as a setting in a gas or electric oven. This should be completed within four hours, unless you use the two-stage cooling method. Always sharpen the blade in the same direction. As-purchased weight – Total trim weight = NFW EXAMPLE: 28 lb
As-purchased weight – 12 lb Total trim weight = 16 lb (NFW) 5. A restaurant that uses a variety of techniques may be able to use some less-tender cuts—for example, the veal shank in a braise such as osso buco. Then you convert the new measurements into appropriate recipe units for your kitchen. INTRODUCTION xix the culinary profe PART 1
ssional introduction to the profession Evolving into a professional culinarian is a lifelong journey full of learned details and years of experience. If procedures are not being followed, make the necessary modiﬁcations to the system so that they are. chapter 4 » FOOD AND KITCHEN SAFETY 35 oven) or in a microwave oven. Stir the liquid in the
container frequently so that the warmer liquid at the center mixes with the cooler liquid at the outer edges of the container, bringing down the overall temperature more rapidly. For the same reason, large cuts of meat or other foods should be cut into smaller portions, cooled to room temperature, and wrapped before refrigerating. EFFECTS OF
HEAT ON SUGARS AND STARCHES: Caramelization, Maillard Reaction, and Gelation As discussed earlier in this chapter, carbohydrates come in various forms, and each form reacts differently when exposed to heat. » SOUND JUDGMENT—The ability to judge what is right and appropriate in each work situation is acquired throughout a lifetime of
experience; good judgment is a prerequisite for becoming and remaining a professional. Pans containing copper or aluminum may not be used. To prevent this from happening to you, inspect all goods to be sure 34 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL Danger zone icon 135° F 57° C 2 41° F 5° C 4 135° F 57° C 70° F 21° C 41° F 5° C Time and
temperature icon divided into sections. They are less likely to offer benefits or a set schedule. DEVELOP A VERIFICATION SYSTEM. Cooking times are often shorter than when using the stovetop. Garnero, CHE David J. This scale runs from 0 to 1, with 1 representing the Aw of water. ORIGINAL MODIFIED 1 egg 2 egg whites Sauté in butter Sweat in
broth/stock 1 cup mayonnaise ⁄ cup mayonnaise plus 1⁄2 cup nonfat yogurt 1 cup sour cream 1 cup nonfat yogurt plus 1 to 2 tbsp buttermilk or lemon juice plus 1 tbsp flour per 8 oz yogurt 1 cup heavy cream 1 cup evaporated skim milk 1 2 Your establishment will find it rewarding to offer a variety of options. Have fire extinguishers in easily accessible
areas. Developing healthy, flavorful, and satisfying menu items is both easy and worthwhile. Frequently used to hold meats being marinated and for refrigerated food storage pâté mold Deep rectangular metal mold, usually has hinged sides to facilitate removal of the pâté. Number of portions x Portion size = Total yield EXAMPLE: 4 x 8 ﬂ oz = 32 ﬂ oz
(total original yield) 40 x 6 ﬂ oz = 240 ﬂ oz (total desired yield) 2. For instance, sautéed foods require pans that transmit heat quickly and are sensitive to temperature changes. You must be very willing to accommodate the members’ wants. Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the publisher and author have used their best efforts in
preparing this book, they make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book and specifically disclaim any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Most chefs do agree that consistency in the direction of the stroke used to pass the blade over the stone is
important. However, it is a soft metal that wears down quickly. You may be adapting a recipe from another source into a standardized format, or you may be adjusting a standardized recipe for a special event such as a banquet or a reception. Agriculture is a system involving cultivating the soil, producing crops, and raising livestock. Yet in kitchen
production, the packed amount is not always used for the same purpose and may often be broken down and used for several items. Because water cannot be heated above 212°F/100°C unless it is under pressure, foods cooked with moist heat (boiling, steaming, poaching, stewing) will not brown. Aluminum also reacts with acidic foods. If, however, a
recipe is written in a system of measurement for which you do not have the proper measuring equipment, you will need to convert to the other system. Many businesses do not turn a proﬁt for several years, so be ready to think long-term. Does everyone have a basic understanding of which tasks are most important? Once you know the yield percent,
you can compute the weight of the green beans after trimming. If the lining becomes scratched or wears away, it may be repaired by retinning. Be sure the blade is facing away from the edge of the work surface. The captain generally does any tableside food preparation. This step will alert you to any potential surprises the recipe might contain, such
as requiring an unusual piece of equipment or an overnight cooling period. Cooking time is controlled by automatic timers, which open the exhaust valves at the end. First, determine the use for the trim, then find the cost per unit and yield percent for that ingredient, as if you had to buy it to prepare the dish. If there is not time to thaw foods in the
refrigerator, covered or wrapped food may be placed in a container under running water of approximately 70°F/21°C or below. Unlike the metric system, the U.S. system is not based on multiples of a particular number, so it is not as simple to increase or decrease quantities. Once pathogens have established themselves in a food source, they will
either thrive or be destroyed, depending upon how long foods are in the danger zone. Foods with high moisture, sugar, or fat content absorb microwaves best and heat up more readily. In the second stage, foods must reach 41°F/5°C or below within an additional four hours, for a total cooling time of six hours. Storage systems should be kept just as
clean as knives. Most modern measuring equipment is capable of measuring in both U.S. and metric units. Place drip pans beneath raw foods. Barry ’95, CHE Lynne Gigliotti ’88, CHE Frederick C. 5. CONVERTING BETWEEN U.S. AND METRIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS The metric system, used throughout most of the world, is a decimal system,
meaning that it is based on multiples of 10. Neither the publisher nor author shall be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. These large cuts are then further broken down into subprimals. Some materials are better conductors of heat than others.
Be familiar with the capacity of various pots, pans, and molds. When possible, they should be held in a separate unit, or at least in a separate part of the cooler. Whole eggs are used as the main component of many breakfast dishes and can be prepared by scrambling, frying, poaching, or baking, or in custards. Some prominent members of the food
media, such as James Beard, Craig Claiborne, and Julia Child, have been inﬂuential teachers and have written landmark cookbooks in addition to contributing to newspapers and magazines and appearing on television. If you look over your operation, you will see where time is wasted. Many limits have already been established by local health
departments. If your original recipe says it makes five portions, for example, but does not list the amount of each portion, you may need to test the recipe to determine what size portion it actually makes if you wish to change portion size as well. blades Currently, the most frequently used material for blades is high-carbon stainless steel. The new
ingredient amounts usually need some additional fine-tuning. The predominant biological agents, however, are disease-causing microorganisms known as pathogens, which are responsible for up to 95 percent of all foodborne illnesses. Inspections are required at various times: at the slaughterhouse (antemortem) and again after butchering
(postmortem). The information found in Part Two of this book can help. The kitchens are large, and there will often be separate butchering, catering, and pastry kitchens on the premises. These include naturally occurring poisons, known as toxins, found in certain wild mushrooms, rhubarb leaves, green potatoes, and other plants. When you are
passing a knife, lay it down on a work surface so that the handle is extended toward the person who will pick it up. Traditional methods of cooking a dish may have changed with the times or to meet the special challenges of cooking for large groups or in a restaurant setting. EPQ = APQ Yield percent Example: A recipe requires 20 pounds of cleaned
shredded cabbage. Some states and local jurisdictions offer sanitation certification programs. Brash ’76, CHE Peter Greweling, CMB, CHE Elizabeth E. Foods that require long, slow cooking, such as stocks, are more effectively cooked on a flattop. Fats, oils, and sweets are suggested in very limited quantities. The wine steward may also be
responsible for the service of liquors, beers, and other beverages. Natural convection is at work in a pot of water placed on the stove to boil. Cheesecloth also clings better to the sides of bowls, sieves, and so forth when it is wet. It can be used in steam mode, hot-air convection mode, or heat/steam (combi) mode. It requires stamina, drive, and
creative influence. ESTABLISH CRITICAL LIMITS AND CONTROL MEASURES. One cup (8 fluid ounces) of cornflakes weighs only 1 ounce, but one cup (8 fluid ounces) of peanut butter weighs 9 ounces. In the world of food, “sustainability” refers to healthy ways of raising, growing, and harvesting food and ensuring that the land can support both the
grower and the crop into the future. BUY LOCALLY. Bacteria are responsible for a significant percentage of biologically caused food-borne illnesses. When these microwaves are absorbed by food, they cause the food molecules to vibrate faster, creating heat. Available in a range of sizes, these kettles are excellent for producing stocks, soups, and
sauces. Biological contaminants account for the majority of food-borne illnesses. GRIDDLES AND GRILLS Two other range/oven features, the griddle and the grill, are part of the traditional commercial foodservice setup. Includes a wholly new chapter on plated desserts and new coverage of topics that vary from sous vide change of state to roasting to
seasonality Highlights fast reference pages for every major change of state technique or preparation, guiding you with at-a-glance info responsive basic queries and giving new insights with skilled tips Features nearly 900 recipes and quite 800 attractive full-color images Covering the complete vary modern} techniques and classic and contemporary
recipes, The skilled cook, Ninth Edition is that the essential reference for each serious cook. Convection is the transfer of heat through gases or liquids. Use a stream of water strong enough to circulate the water around the food. Assemble your mise en place. Most of these alternative options provide a more “normal” or “set” work schedule with a
comprehensive benefits package. More than that, carefully designed menus and comprehensive recipes can help the professional chef streamline kitchen operations and control costs. An example of conduction is cooking on a flattop range. Many management systems today stress the use of quality as a yardstick. When natural proteins are exposed to
heat, salt, or acid, they denature—that is, their coils unwind. Chefs and restaurateurs can use the concepts of sustainability in other ways in the restaurant—going far beyond simply the food used on the menu. The HEAD WAITER (chef de salle) is generally in charge of the service for an entire dining room. Generally, most metals are good conductors,
while gases (air), liquids, and nonmetallic solids (glass, ceramic) are not. Part Six covers breakfast and garde manger, with chapters covering eggs, salad dressings and salads, sandwiches, and garde manger items such as pâtés and terrines. If, for example, the ingredient is to be served by the piece (half a cantaloupe), or if a recipe calls for it by count
(15 strawberries), the yield percent is not considered; the correct number of items must be purchased in order to create the correct number of servings. This often demands a single menu and a cafeteria where the guests serve themselves, choosing from the offered foods. Country clubs can range from very upscale facilities to local golf clubs. this is
often The Mothership for recipes and basic cookery techniques. Sides may be ﬂuted or straight, and are generally shorter than those of pie pans. Determine the yield percent. Organ meats, such as the liver and kidneys, are high in iron, which translates into rich flavor. To be sure that you have measured accurately, bend down until the level mark on
the measure is at your eye level. A knife with a sharp blade always works better and more safely because it cuts easily. A food’s relative acidity or alkalinity is measured on a scale known as pH. The form a recipe takes depends on who will ultimately use the recipe and the medium in which the recipe will be presented. The following is a set of
principles developed for healthy cooking. This is done to ensure that the animal is free from disease and that the meat is wholesome and fit for human consumption. Finish sharpening on the ﬁnest stone then wash and dry the knife thoroughly before using or storing it. When foods are cooked, changes in flavor, texture, aroma, color, and nutritional
content occur during the process. When starch is combined with water or another liquid and heated, individual starch granules absorb the liquid and swell. 2. Continue to push the entire length of the blade over the stone. Keep knives sharp. For instance, a kilogram is 1000 grams, a milliliter is 1⁄1000 liter, and a centimeter is 1⁄100 meter. You should
consult with a professional where appropriate. (For more details about culinary math, consult Math for the Professional Kitchen.) Nutrition and food science have become part of the everyday language of the professional kitchen, and Chapter Three reviews some basic concepts of nutrition and science, particularly as they relate to cooking. Although
they are expensive, some chefs prefer them because they feel these stones give a sharper edge. Cuisines have never developed in a vacuum. When sharpening a knife, always begin by using the coarsest surface of the stone, and then move on to the finer surfaces. while not a doubt, a real inspiration for all."—Eric Ripert "How to cook everything from
the most effective cookery college in America. After about ten strokes on each side of the blade, move on to the next ﬁner grit. Consult The Culinary Institute of America’s Techniques of Healthy Cooking for a more thorough discussion of nutrition, innovative recipes, and specialized techniques. DiPerri ’77, CHE Alain Dubernard, CHE, CMB Stephen J.
This meat has a consistency that resembles butter and a distinctive flavor. Convection ovens use fans to rapidly circulate hot air, allowing them to cook foods more quickly and evenly than conventional ovens. Doing this could ruin the integrity of the pin by warping or distorting the grain of the wood. It provides a rich flavor and silky mouthfeel or
texture that most people find very enjoyable and satisfying. As-purchased weight x As-purchased price per lb = APC EXAMPLE: 28 lb x $1.30/lb = $36.40 (APC) 2. As of January 2006 all packaged foods that contain major food allergens must identify them on the label, so you must be certain that you have read the label on prepared foods thoroughly.
The induction coil creates a magnetic current that causes a metal pan on the cooktop to heat up quickly, yet the cooktop itself remains cool. Even though good-quality knives are manufactured to last a lifetime, they are still prone to damage if not properly taken care of. Swivel action accommodates contours of ingredients parisienne scoop/ melon
baller May have one scoop or two of different sizes, between 1⁄4 and 3⁄4 inch in diameter Scooping out balls or ovals from vegetables and fruits kitchen fork A fork with two long tines approximately 4–6 inches long Testing doneness of braised meats and vegetables; lifting ﬁnished items to the carving board or plate; holding an item being carved in
place palette knife/ metal spatula Flexible round-tipped tool; may be ﬂat or offset. moves along the steel in a downward motion. TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN knives tangs TIP The tang is a continuation of the blade that extends into the knife’s handle. (For more information about table service and dining room
operations, consult At Your Service or Remarkable Service.) Since foodservice is a business, some of the elementary aspects of food costing are discussed in Chapter Two, as is how to adapt recipes—from this book or any other—for use in a specific professional kitchen. Return the ﬁlled measuring tool to the scale and record the weight in either grams
or ounces on your standardized recipe. (See Weights and Measures Equivalents, page 1166.) You can also calculate and record the information yourself as follows: 1. Store raw products below and away from cooked foods to prevent cross contamination by dripping. Once the four-hour period has been exceeded, heating or cooling cannot recover
foods. REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT Maintaining adequate refrigerated storage is crucial to any foodservice operation; therefore, the menu and the storage must be evaluated and coordinated. COMMUNICATIONS/MEDIA/MARKETING/WRITING/FOOD STYLING—Most of these options will require other education (a degree in marketing,
communications, or journalism) in addition to experience within the industry. Offal is generally inexpensive but requires some skill to cook properly. If too many pieces of meat are crowded into a sauteuse, for instance, the food will not brown properly. Stainlesssteel driveshaft extends from motor and ends with blade, which is immersed in the food
Puréeing, liquefying, and emulsifying large batches of food directly in the cooking vessel vertical chopping machine (VCM) Motor in base is permanently attached to bowl with integral blades. The HACCP system has been adopted by both food processors and restaurants, as well as by the FDA and USDA. Current dietary advice places emphasis on the
type of fat as well as the amount of fat in the diet. Vaccaro. In order to determine an accurate cost for these items, the trim loss must be taken into account. Food is at greatest risk of cross contamination during the preparation stage. The best administrators are those who can create a feeling throughout the entire staff that each person has a stake in
getting things done correctly. After sanitizing, equipment and tableware should be allowed to air-dry FOOD ALLERGIES The way your body reacts when you eat a food to which you are truly allergic can be dramatic or even dangerous. Complex carbohydrates (generally starches) are found in plant-based foods such as grains, legumes, and vegetables.
Place carborundum or diamond stones on a damp cloth or rubber mat. The heart of HACCP is contained in the following seven principles: 36 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL 1. If there is no wine steward, these responsibilities are generally assumed by the maître d’hôtel. This is what allows fried foods to brown and cook quickly. CLEANING AND
SANITIZING Cleaning refers to the removal of soil or food particles, whereas sanitizing involves using moist heat or chemical agents to kill pathogenic microorganisms. this is often an excellent book, a valuable reference in each the eating place room and therefore the home room."—Michael Ruhlman zippyshare mediafire Support us with Donate
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source is located on the bottom, underneath the deck (ﬂoor) of the oven. stored in fat tissues. Use safe handling procedures for knives. For equipment that cannot be immersed in a sink, or for equipment such as knives and cutting boards employed during food preparation, use a wiping cloth soaked in a double-strength sanitizing solution to clean and
sanitize between uses. Home meal replacement (carryout) foodservice is growing in importance as more busy couples, single professionals, and families try to enjoy meals at home without having to spend time preparing them. When we talk about managing physical assets, we are considering how anything that you must purchase or pay for affects
your ability to do business well. Consult the menu, determine which items you and each staff member are responsible for, and then read the recipes for those items carefully so that you understand all the tasks that must be performed in advance of service, as well as at the time of plating and serving the food. Among OSHA’s regulations is the
mandate that all places of employment must have an adequate and easily accessible first-aid kit on the premises. You may decide to train the dishwasher to do some prep work, or you can rewrite the schedule so that the shift begins two hours later. Lubricate the stone with mineral oil or water. Use hot water, a good detergent, and a sanitizer, such as
borax or chlorine bleach, to remove grime. SAUCE POT WITH LID RONDEAU SAUCEPAN WITH LID NONSTICK SAUTEUSE TWO NESTED STAINLESSSTEEL SAUTEUSES 58 TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN that the pot transmit heat evenly and hold it well than respond rapidly to changes in heat. Before starting to
cook from any recipe, the first step is always to read through the recipe in its entirety to gain an understanding of exactly what is required. Just as an artist or craftsperson gathers together the tools necessary for painting, sculpting, or drawing, you will need to select knives that allow you to do your work in the safest and most efficient way. TOOLS
AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN knives Sharpening method one 1. Use four ﬁngers of the guiding hand to maintain 3. Draw the knife off the stone smoothly. The process must be looked at by designing a ﬂowchart that covers every step in the period from “dock to dish.” 2. Also, carbon-steel blades will discolor when they come
into contact with acidic foods. Therefore, the amount of an ingredient measured with one set of spoons, cups, or pitchers could be quite different from the amount measured with another set. » All eggs in the shell should be free from cracks, leaks, and obvious holes. Some grills burn wood, charcoal, or both, but units in restaurants are often either gas
or electric ﬁred, with ceramic “rocks” that create a bed of coals to produce the effect of a charcoal grill. Martini, CEC, CCE, CHE, AAC Dieter G. There are three ways that heat is transferred to foods. Bowl is locked in place and attachment rotates through batter or dough Mixing, beating, whipping, kneading meat grinder May be freestanding
machine or attachment for a standing mixer. Induction cooking offers the advantages of rapid heating and easy cleanup because there are no nooks on the smooth surface of the cooktop in which spilled foods can get stuck, nor does spilled food cook on the cool surface. Conversely, a cuisine—once developed—exerts influence on the culture of its land
of origin as well as on any outside cultures with which it may come in contact. When choosing a pot or pan, consider the following information: 1. Sides are prepared by making a cut down the length of the backbone. Be sure that all pieces of equipment are properly reassembled and left unplugged after each use. These establishments often offer a
variety of front- and back-of-the-house options, upward and geographic mobility, and a comprehensive benefits package, and many have management training programs. Deck ovens normally consist of two to four decks, although single-deck models are available. Volume is a measurement of the space occupied by a solid, liquid, or gas. Much of this
work is freelance. Sustainability is meant to support and improve the community, especially the rural communities where farms are based. Whole eggs, as well as whites and yolks separately, play a number of important culinary roles. The EXPEDITER or ANNOUNCER (aboyeur) accepts orders from the dining room and relays them to the various
station chefs. HAZARD ANALYSIS CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS (HACCP) HACCP stands for Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points, which is a scientific state-of-the-art food safety program originally developed for astronauts. Disease-causing microorganisms are too small to be seen with the naked eye, so it is usually impossible to ascertain visually
that food is adulterated. sieves and strainers sieves and strainers Sieves and strainers FOOD MILL CONICAL SIEVES COLANDER RICER CHEESECLOTH chapter 5 » EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION 55 pots, pans, and molds Various materials and combinations of materials are used in the construction of pots, pans, and molds. Higgins ’78, CMB, CHE

Dominick Cerrone James Michael Jennings ’93 Shirley Shuliang Cheng, CWC, CHE Stephen J. » Be sure to keep the pressure even to avoid wearing away the metal in the center of the edge. An “heirloom plant” is deﬁned as any garden plant that has been passed down within a food family. As we look at what you might be expected to do in order to
manage effectively, the fundamental question you need to ask, over and over, is this: How would a change (or lack of change) in a given area affect the quality of service or goods that you are offering your customer? The length of the steel’s working surface can range from three inches for a pocket version to over fourteen inches. Wiley also publishes
its books in a variety of electronic formats. Aluminum is also an excellent conductor of heat. Pressure does not build up in the unit; it is continuously exhausted, which means the door may be opened at any time without danger of scalding or burning. Dark, dull, or rough surfaces absorb radiant energy better than light-colored, polished, or smooth
surfaces. Other training alternatives include taking part in special apprenticeship programs or self-directed courses of study. We learn best when we understand not only how to do something, but why we should do it that way. Microwave cooking has a few drawbacks, however. Perhaps the recipe makes only ten portions and you want to make fifty, or
vice versa. » REFRIGERATED: 28° TO 32°F/–2° TO 0°C » FROZEN: 0° TO 20°F/–18° TO –7°C INSPECTION AND GRADING Government inspection of all meats is mandatory. PROPER CARE AND CLEANING OF COPPER PANS This technique for cleaning and shining copper cookware has been used by chefs for many years and is still favored because
it is fast, inexpensive, and efficient. The most desirable type of blade for general use is taper-ground, meaning that the blade has been forged out of a single sheet of metal and has been ground so that it tapers smoothly from the spine to the cutting edge, with no apparent beveling. Finding additional uses for trim reduces costs and helps to eliminate
waste. Dry storage is used for foods such as canned goods, spices, condiments, cereals, and staples such as flour and sugar, as well as for some fruits and vegetables that do not require refrigeration and have low perishability. Some walk-ins are large enough to accommodate rolling carts for additional storage. The basic building blocks are referred to
as amino acids. chapter 2 menus A menu is a powerful tool: It is a marketing and merchandising vehicle. In other scenarios, the concept comes first and the menu comes later. Consumers, chefs, and restaurateurs are all becoming increasingly aware of the positive effects of sustainability and how to live a sustainable lifestyle. Particular preparations
will dictate to the chef what hand tools are necessary and individual chefs will have their own particular likes and dislikes. Anchor the stone to keep it from slipping as you work. Sometimes these exchanges had a great deal to do with the conquest of lands by an invading force. Waves of radiant energy travel in all directions from these heat sources.
Restaurant groups/companies often have multiple concepts within the group, and often offer the possibility of a management training program and/or geographic mobility. are determined in many different ways in a professional kitchen. In foods that are not primarily sugar or starch, a different reaction, known as the Maillard reaction, is responsible
for browning. The FRY CHEF (friturier) is responsible for all fried foods. over and repeat the entire process on the other side. STOCKPOT WITH LID pots and pans for stovetop cooking If the sauteuse is too large, however, the fond (Maillard drippings from the meat) could scorch. Hold the steel with your thumb and ﬁngers safely behind the guard.
Few things are as detrimental to a foodservice establishment as an ofﬁcially noted outbreak of a food-borne illness caused by poor sanitary practices. Units with pass-through doors are especially helpful for the pantry area, where cold items can be retrieved by the wait staff as needed. It is preventive in nature, anticipating how food safety problems
are most likely to occur and taking steps to prevent them from occurring. BOLSTER HANDLE bolsters RIVETS In some knives, there is a collar or shank, known as a bolster, at the point where the blade meets the handle. Individual portions that are to be cooked immediately may be thawed in a microwave oven. » Are medical beneﬁts, stock options,
vacation time, predictable schedule, or seasonal employment options prerequisites for your choice? Pans may be made of many different materials, and selection in large part weighs on preference. The terms ounce (oz), pound (lb), gram (g), and kilogram (kg) all indicate units of weight measure. Cut surfaces should appear moist, but not shiny.
Johnson ’94 Howard F. Be it a tall white toque or a favorite baseball cap, chefs wear hats to contain their hair and prevent it from falling into the food. 10 THE CULINARY PROFESSIONAL OTHER OPPORTUNITIES In addition to the kitchen and dining room positions, a growing number of less traditional opportunities exist, many of which do not
involve the actual production or service of foods. In the case of an infection, the food eaten by an individual contains large numbers of living pathogens. Certification is often available through certain academic institutions. Elements of the cuisine may shape events or celebrations that become cultural norms, or may be assimilated into another culture,
become intrinsic to it, and then work to shape or drive agricultural demands and practices. 70 Vacuum-packed meats can be stored directly in the package, as long as it has not been punctured or ripped. For instance, say you have a soup recipe that makes four 8-ounce portions, but you need to make enough to have forty 6-ounce portions. Success
also depends on several character traits, some of which are inherent, some of which are diligently cultivated throughout a career. based starches (corn and wheat, for example) thicken at higher temperatures and break down more slowly. Keep knives properly stored. Every aspect of your operation needs to be seen as a way to improve the quality of
service you provide your customers. TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN NAME(S) CHARACTERISTICS stockpot/marmite Large pot, taller than it is wide, with straight sides; may have a spigot saucepan Has straight or slightly ﬂared sides and a single long handle sauce pot Similar to a stockpot in shape, although not as
large; has straight sides and two loop handles rondeau Wide, fairly shallow pot with two loop handles. Use cold-holding equipment (ice or refrigeration) to keep cold foods at or below a temperature of 41°F/5°C. The most common symptoms of food-borne illnesses include abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, possibly accompanied by
fever. If you know the cost of a pack with many units, calculate the cost per unit by dividing the as-purchased cost of the pack by the number of units in the pack. This part covers the basic fabricating methods for familiar cuts of meat, poultry, and fish and then demonstrates how to grill, roast, sauté, pan fry, stir-fry, deep fry, steam, poach, stew, and
braise. From creating a flavorful dish to developing an innovative shortcut, chefs face challenges every day. A well-equipped kitchen will have enough of all the tools necessary to prepare every item on the menu. Under normal conditions, fat (either liquid oil or solid fat) and water do not mix, but these two substances are the most common ingredients
in culinary emulsions. Over time, this could produce a curve in the edge. Some content that appears in print may not be available in electronic books. The specialized training required is intricate and precise. The vinegar will react with the copper to erase any discoloration caused by oxidation and heat. Blade is between 4 and 5 inches long and 1⁄2–3⁄4
inch wide In the kitchen and bakeshop, spreading ﬁllings and glazes; placing garnishes; portioning; and a variety of other functions whisks Balloon whisks are sphere shaped and have thin wires to incorporate air when making foams. Instruct your kitchen staff in the correct way to handle a grill fire and grease fire. menus and recipes Menus are used
in the dining room to give both wait staff and guests important information about what the establishment offers. As a safety precaution, hinged lid must be locked in place before unit will operate Grinding, whipping emulsifying, blending, crushing large quantities of food food chopper/ buffalo chopper Food is placed in a rotating bowl that passes
under a hood, where blades chop the food. Fats that are liquid at room temperature are known as oils. Refrigeration and freezer units should be maintained on a regular schedule and equipped with thermometers to ascertain that the temperature remains within a safe range.
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